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“With a presence in nearly every nation, television broadcasting has 

become one of the most influential means of communicating to the world 

at large. Through advancements in remote television production, it has 

become possible for billions of people around the world to get the “best 

seat in the house” at the greatest events in the history of sport without 

leaving the comfort of their own homes.” 

Manolo Romero, President, International Sports Broadcasting1 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The broadcast set-ups for televised events in the early days, were understandably simple affairs 

– a single wide-lens camera taking in as much of the action as it could – complimented by static 

pitch side cameras which could show brief glimpses from a closer point of view. Because even 

something as simple as changing the feed from one camera to another was a complicated 

process. 

It took many more years for a fully multi-camera set-up to be used, but nowadays with the latest 

advanced technology, specialty equipment and production techniques, the television broadcast 

provides a unique perspective. 

Both sport and television broadcasting developed extensively to become a major global industry 

and due to that, television broadcasting has had major impact on the way sporting events are 

viewed around the world. Television broadcasting is a powerful medium to grow sports in all 

areas, which is the objective of any code, because live sport is one of the few remaining content 

plays a lot of consumers will organise their lives around. 

Here we are not going to analyse the relationship between sport and television, we are going to 

investigate the technology that makes possible the production of a large sporting event though 

television broadcasting, that reached billions of people, the 2015 Baku European Games. 

1.1. The Host Broadcasting Project 
This project does not focus on the actual production, but it studies the technical side of the host 

broadcaster operation for the first European Games Baku 2015, a new multi-sport event created 

by the European Olympic Committee. 

A brief event summary in numbers: 20 sports, 15 outside broadcast (OB) Vans deployed, 800 

personnel, 12 broadcast feeds across 200 km of fibre optic, 1,000 hours of live content and 3 

satellites 24/7 with worldwide footprint. 

We will cover the transportation of the broadcast feeds, the quality control they comply with, 

the generation of five new channels and their final distribution. Not forgetting all the technical 

facilities needed for that purpose. Across the chapters contained in this document, we will 

review all of the different technical areas. 

Besides the technical elements, there are also other necessary areas that make everything work. 

Here we mention the most important ones for the overall event, starting with production, 

followed by logistics, travel, accommodation, finance, human resources, planning and bookings. 
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1.1.1. Goals 

This project details the planning, design and implementation required for the network and the 

technical facilities needed to broadcast this event with high quality production standards to 

ensure a worldwide distribution.  

The main goal for the Games, was to maximise the distribution by implementing a Multichannel 

Distribution Service (MDS) for a worldwide distribution by satellite.  

To achieve this, it is necessary to develop all of the related technical facilities for the following 

key areas: 

 Contribution network - Delivery of the signals produced in the venues 

 International Broadcast Centre (IBC) - Master Control, Video Server facilities, Multi 

Chanel Distribution (MDS), Community Antenna Television System (CATV), etc 

 Distribution Network - Satellite distribution 

1.1.2. Document structure 

This document covers the planning as well as the design of all the technical facilities, the 

installation as well as the operational time and procedures to achieve this. 

For achieving that purpose we will start in the venues where the International Television and 

Radio (ITVR) signals are created and travel through the stages, finishing with delivery to the 

broadcaster, and include: 

 Planning and design of the different operational areas  

 Installation results and final coverage 

 Conclusion 

1.2. A summary of the 2015 Baku European Games2 
The European Games is a new multi-sport event for athletes from all of the European National 

Olympic Committees (NOCs) and is planned to be held every four years. The Games are owned 

and co-organised by the European Olympic Committee.  

The inaugural European Games took place in Baku, Azerbaijan, over three weekends, with 17 

days of competition, from 12 to 28 June 2015. 
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1.2.1. Participating Countries 

The participating countries are listed below: 

     

ALBANIA ANDORRA ARMENIA AUSTRIA AZERBAIJAN 

     

BELARUS BELGIUM BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA BULGARIA CROATIA 

     

CYPRUS CZECH REPUBLIC DENMARK ESTONIA FINLAND 

     

FRANCE GEORGIA GERMANY GREAT BRITAIN GREECE 

     

HUNGARY ICELAND IRELAND ISRAEL ITALY 

     

KOSOVO LATVIA LIECHTENSTEIN LITHUANIA LUXEMBOURG 

     

FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC 

OF MACEDONIA 

MALTA MOLDOVA MONACO MONTENEGRO 

     

NETHERLANDS NORWAY POLAND PORTUGAL ROMANIA 

     

RUSSIA SAN MARINO SERBIA SLOVAKIA SLOVENIA 

     

SPAIN SWEDEN SWITZERLAND TURKEY UKRAINE 

1.2.2. Sports 

The Baku 2015 European Games consisted of 20 sports with 30 disciplines. Twenty-four (24) 

were Olympic disciplines and 6 were non-Olympic disciplines.  The sport competition schedule 

consisted of 253 Medal Events. More than 6,000 Athletes from the Olympic nations of Europe 

participated in the Games and 12 sports were part of the Road to Rio 2016, with the addition of 

the European Judo Championships into the Games programme. 
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1.2.3. Venues 

There were a total of 18 competition venues, 11 training venues and numerous other non-

competition venues used for the Baku 2015 European Games, comprising of a combination of 

pre-existing venues and new construction.  

Please refer to Appendix A for additional Venue information. 

1.3. The Host Broadcaster role 
International Sports Broadcasting (ISB) was selected to serve as the Host Broadcaster (HB) and 

Media Rights Sales Agency for the inaugural European Games.  

The primary responsibility of the HB is to produce and transmit unbiased live radio and 

television coverage, delivering the pictures and sounds that tell the story of the Games to 

viewers and listeners around the world. 

In addition, to ensure the Games are enjoyed by hundreds of millions of viewers and that they 

are portrayed in the best possible light, the HB has many other responsibilities and an all-

encompassing role which includes: 

 Producing the International Television and Radio (ITVR) signals of the Games, in an 

impartial, unbiased and universal way, covering the sports and providing features 

from months prior to the Games allowing the RHBsi to build the anticipation for 

their viewers, well in advance of the event. 

 Designing, installing, operating and then dismantling the IBC. 

 Coordinating and providing facilities and services to Rights Holding Broadcasters 

(RHBs) so they are able to provide the best unilateralii coverage of the Games  

 Representing the needs of the RHBs to the local Olympic Committee and other 

bodies. 

1.3.1. Production of the International Television and Radio signals 

For the first 2015 European Games in Baku, the ISB Production saw more than 1,000 hours of 

live sport coverage with the highest quality pictures and sounds, and used latest technologies to 

produce the multilateraliii signal. ISB brought together some of the best and most experienced 

broadcast talents from around the globe to provide the multilateral coverage of each of the 33 

sports/events. These 11 production teams, from more than 8 different countries, were hired 

because of the expertise within their associated sports.  

The International Television and Radio signals (ITVR) was produced in HDTV at an aspect ratio of 

16:9 (protected in 4:3), stereo and included (where applicable) production enhancements.  

                                                           
i RHB - Rights Holding Broadcaster (TV stations or Radios that purchase the rights to broadcast the Games) 
ii Unilateral – Facility for one (usually used by the Rights Holding Broadcaster to personalise their 
broadcast).  
iii Multilateral – the signal that is produced for all Rights Holders to take. 
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ISB produced all the feeds at competition venues and select non-competition venues, while also 

providing the necessary technical support services to the RHBs for their own unilateral coverage. 

All signals created at the venues ITVR signals, unilateral VandAs, commentary and coordination 

audio) were transported via the Contribution Network to the International Broadcast Centre 

(IBC). 

At the IBC, all multilateral and unilateral contribution Video and Audio (VandA) circuits were 

received in the Contribution Centre, part of MCR, where all signals were controlled, processed 

and distributed. 

1.3.2. Production Highlights3 

High Definition TV 

ISB offered more than 20 full High Definition (HD) TV feeds during the games (competition 

venues, ceremonies, media conferences and beauty cameras), covered with more than 300 

cameras and enhanced production facilities. 

Super Slow Motion and High Super Slow Motion Cameras 

ISB utilised more than 20 Super Slow Motion (SSM) cameras, enhanced with more than 10 High 

Super Slow Motion (HSSM) feeds, providing action ranging from 350 to 1000 frames per second. 

Electronic News Gathering (ENG) coverage 

For coverage of additional non-live events, ISB provided coverage with 16 ENG crews. 

Production enhancements 

ISB provided Virtual Graphics and specialty cameras in particular venues. Two sports had virtual 

graphics and the speciality equipment included 3 Cable Cams, 1 Dive Cam, 2 Track Cams, 2 

Underwater Cams, 4 motorbikes, 1 helicopter, 2 drones, more than 40 POV Cameras. 

1.3.3. International Broadcasting Centre4 

ISB managed all of the Host Broadcasting Technical Facilities and Unilateral Areas within the 

International Broadcast Centre (IBC) which housed the complete Host Broadcast operation.  

These areas served as the central nerve system for the entire IBC facility, in addition to receiving 

and distributing the video, audio and commentary signals, both multilateral and unilateral. The 

ISB Technical Areas housed the following central facilities: 

 Master Control Room (MCR) 

 Commentary Switching Centre (CSC) 

 Video Server / Archive / Editing 

 Multi-channel dispatching System 

 Off-tube commentary in English and Arabic 

Also located within the IBC was the Broadcast Operations Centre (BOC), the “nerve centre” of 

the organisation, which managed all of the work done at both the venues and the IBC as well 

as Production Quality Control (PQC), which supervised the production at the venues. 
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This was also the place where all intercom within the IBC and the venues was located. This 

allowed experienced personnel to remain in full control of the operation and to immediately 

intervene and resolve any problems, should any issue occur. 

International connectivity was provided by the Satellite Farm, located adjacent to the IBC main 

facility and via Azercosmos Teleport. 

We will review one by one all the technical facilities in this document as well as other aspects 

necessary to make the IBC operate effectively: Power, Containment, Furniture Fixtures and 

Equipment (FF&E), HVAC (Heating, ventilation and air conditioning), Information Technoloy (IT), 

etc. 

The building 

The IBC was located within the Baku Expo Centre, which is a multi-purpose events venue, located 

within close proximity to the airport and a 20 minute drive from the city centre.   

 

 IBC building 

The complex is a total of 10 hectares with a pre-existing building and its associated facilities 

occupying 3 hectares. The building consists of more than 20,000sqm of exhibition space, 

4,000sqm of lobby space and a two level administration area. 

The building has two exhibition areas: one 12,000sqm and the other 8,000sqm. The 12,000sqm 

exhibition area and approximately half the lobby space hosted exhibitions during the Baku 2015 

European Games fit-out and installation period, which overlapped to the operational period for 

the IBC. The 8,000m² exhibition space was used for the IBC at Games time.   

A number of broadcasters operated from the IBC during Games time as space for offices and 

production purposes were available to them, built to their specific requirements.  There was 

also a common media area for RHBs who did not have dedicated space within the IBC.  

IBC layout 

Below is a diagram showing the distribution and layout of the different areas at the IBC. 
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 IBC layout 
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1.3.4. Understanding the main workflow 

At each venue, ISB organised all of the production facilities and enhancements to create the 

highest quality of pictures and sounds, using the latest technologies to produce the multilateral 

signal. 

There was an Outside Broadcast (OB) Van at each of the venues, to cover the competition and 

deliver the Video and Audio (VandA) feed to the Technical Operations Centres (TOC). The TOC 

acted as the ISB transmission hub for all VandA circuits at each venue.  

Competition venues, non-competition venues and Beauty Cameras signals were transported to 

the IBC thought the Contribution Network. This was a fully redundant network which linked all 

venues with the IBC. VandA circuits terminated in the Contribution section of the Master Control 

Room (MCR) at the IBC.  

  

 Main flow between the venues and the IBC 

The IBC, being the home of the broadcast operation, was where all multilateral VandA circuits 

were received, controlled, processed and distributed to RHBs.  

The MCR is the technical hub, where all incoming feeds were processed and monitored for 

quality and accuracy to ensure the contribution and distribution met the required standards.  
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Within the IBC, were the production and technical IBC facilities that created and distributed the 

international signal to be delivered. A complete video server facility was implemented 

configured with five edit suits, a video server system, logging and archives in combination with 

five dispatch continuities controls.  

The video server as a storage core provided users at every operational level within the broadcast 

facility, fast and easy access to all stored media, and creative toolsets for reviewing and editing, 

which were perfectly matched to their individual needs and abilities. 

The editing and dispatching facilities allowed for the creation of the Highlights & News packages 

as well as the production of the multichannel services. 

With all of these facilities, ISB was able to provide a European Games Multi-Channel Distribution 

Service (MDS). The MDS was very useful to RHBs, as a ready to air channel allows maximum 

coverage with minimum effort and resources.   

Finally the distribution network carried all programmes with the best content and production of 

the 2015 European Baku Games around the world. 

The diagram on Figure 3 shows the flow described between the Venues, IBC and how the signal 

was distributed.  

1.4. Technical parameters3 
The HDTV signal standard is 1485 Mbps 1080i/50 SMPTE 292M with stereo audio SMPTE 299M.  

All International multilateral signals available at the IBC were in High Definition following these 

standards. 

SUMMARY OF THE KEY TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 

Format of the International TV Signal and the International Radio Signal 

   
Format Resolution Field Rate 

Components 
Sampling 

Rate 
Bit Rate 

Reference 
Signal 
Level 

Relevant 
Standard 

International 
TV Signal - 

HD 

V
id

eo
 

HDTV 1920H/1080V 
50 Hz 

interlaced 

Y = 74.25 
MHz,  

Cr = Cb = Y/2 

1.485 
Gbps 

800mV ± 
10% 

SMPTE 292M 

A
u

d
io

 2 Embedded 
Channels: 
ISTV (L/R) 

24 bits N/A 48Hz N/A - 18dBFs 

Embedding 
Standard: 

SMPTE 
299MC 

International 
Radio Signal A

u
d

io
 

Digital or 
Analogue 

24 bits N/A 48Hz N/A 
+4 dBu 

Analogue 
Analogue 

Audio 
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The International Television and Radio (ITVR) signals were produced according to the agreement 

between the Baku European Games Operations Committee (BEGOC) and the Host Broadcaster, 

ISB. The signals consisted of HDTV live colour television picture stereo sound and effects. All the 

feeds from the HB were produced in High Definition (HDTV) at an aspect ratio of 16:9, protected 

in 4:3, ensuring the best pictures and video quality for the audience. 

1.4.1. Audio  

ITVR signal audio coverage for both radio and television was in stereo. HB international sound 

distribution generally used bridging techniques. The source impedance was targeted to be less 

than 100 ohms and the input impedance 10,000 ohms or greater.  

Standard Operating Level: 0-VU was defined as +4dBu (1.228 Volts RMS).  

Digital Signal Format: The audio signals for broadcasters choosing digital signal delivery were 

embedded, following ITU recommendations. Channel 1 carried left channel audio and channel 

2 carried right channel audio on both AES3 frames (surround sound was used when applicable).  

Line-up level for digital systems represented -18dBfs.  

1.4.2. Timecode  

The HB generated reference SMPTE/EBU Timecode at the venues and the IBC. Time code was 

distributed to RHBs and BEGOC. 

1.4.3. Reference 

HB reference signals (BB and Tri-Level) were generated at the OB Van and distributed at the 

TOC. 
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2. CONTRIBUTION NETWORK 

2.1. Introduction 
The Broadcast Contribution Network for the European Games had to be reliable and robust. 

This network used the fibre backbone to be provided by BEGOC, and was installed in such a 

manner as to ensure security of the cables and the Network.  

ISB was responsible for transmitting the live signals from Venues to a Master Control Room. All 

VandA circuits from the TOC to the IBC used a full bandwidth HDTV-SDI signal in most venues. 

The Contribution Network was also used to provide transport of signals from non-venue sites 

such as beauty cameras. 

Four-wire commentary and coordination circuits from the CCR to the IBC were implemented 

thought the Contribution Network by using codecs and audio over IP networks equipment. 

Duct and Fibre delivery was the responsibility of the Government of Azerbaijan, which was 

performed by Baku Telekom (BTRIB). BEGOC had agreement with the Ministry of 

Communications and High Technologies (MCHT) for the delivery of this scope. 

BEGOC was responsible for facilitating venue access, monitoring and reporting on installation, 

identifying locations for demarcations and coordination with ISB, MCHT, BTRIB, Euro Design, 

Venue Delivery Partners and Owners. 

2.2. Fibre Optics basics 
The choice between optical fibre and electrical (or copper) transmission for a particular system 

was made based on a number of trade-offs. Optical fibre is generally chosen for systems 

requiring higher bandwidth or spanning longer distances than electrical cabling can 

accommodate. 

The main benefits of fibre are its exceptionally low loss (allowing long distances between 

amplifiers/repeaters), its absence of ground currents and other signal and power issues common 

to long parallel electric conductor runs (due to its reliance on light rather than electricity for 

transmission, and the dielectric nature of fibre optic), and its inherently high data-carrying 

capacity.  

2.2.1. Type of fibres5 

A multimode optical fibre is one in which light beams can circulate more than one way or mode. 

This fact makes that modes don’t arrive all at once at the end of the fibre, is why these kind of 

fibre are commonly used in short distance applications, less than 1 km. They are also easy and 

inexpensive to design. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copper
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bandwidth_(computing)
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For this type of fibre, the core diameter is typically 50 or 62.5 µm and the diameter of the 

cladding is 125 µm. Because of its large core size, it is easier to connect and has a higher 

tolerance to components of lower accuracy, which is, allowing the use of low-cost electronics. 

Propagation modes of this type of fibre are different depending on the refractive index of the 

core: 

 Step index: Index is constant throughout the core, which leads to a high modal 

dispersion. 

 Graded index: Index is different because core is made of different materials. In this case 

modal dispersion is smaller. 

Because multimode fibre supports more than one mode of propagation, it is limited by modal 

dispersion. 

Furthermore, it should be noted that multimode fibre characteristics depend radically on power 

injection conditions (excitation of modes). 

In single mode fibres it only propagates one mode of light. The diameter of the cladding is 125 

µm, as in multimode. However, core diameter is much lower, about 9 µm. This fact means that 

the transmission is parallel to the fibre axis and that, unlike multimode fibres, allows single mode 

fibre to reach higher distances and transmit data rates.  

Here we can see the comparison between the two types of propagation in multimode fibre and 

the propagation in single-mode fibre: 

  

 Type of propagation 

Single-mode fibres are used in the backbone of our Contribution Network as per seen above. 

To distinguish the two types of fibre, coloured jackets’ are often used. TIA-598Crecommended, 

for civil applications, the use of a yellow jacket for single mode fibre and orange or another 

colour for the multimode, depending on the type. 
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2.2.2. What is attenuation?6 

Attenuation is a measure of the loss of signal strength or light power that occurs as light pulses 

propagate through a run of multimode or single-mode fibre. Measurements are typically defined 

in terms of decibels or dB/km. 

In addition to transmission loss, including those of any splices and connectors, the optical power 

budget in a fibre link is the allocation of available optical power (launched into a given fibre by 

a given source) among various loss-producing mechanisms such as launch coupling loss, fibre 

attenuation, splice losses, and connector losses, in order to ensure that adequate signal strength 

(optical power) is available at the receiver. In optical power budget attenuation is specified in 

decibels (dB) and optical power in dBms. 

 

 Optical power budget 

2.2.3. Wavelength 

The most common peak wavelengths are 780 nm, 850 nm, 1310 nm, 1550 nm, and 1625 nm. 

The 850 nm region, referred to as the first window, was used initially because of the support 

for the original LED and detector technology. Today the second window, the 1310 nm region, 

is popular because of the dramatically lower loss and lower dispersion. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmission_loss
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_link
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_(physics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coupling_loss
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attenuation_(electromagnetic_radiation)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiber-optic_connector
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signalling_(telecommunication)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decibel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DBm
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 FO transmission windows 

When you begin to calculate the maximum distances for any optical link, the tables shown below 

must be considered: 

For Wavelength 1310nm 
 

  
Attenuation/ 
Km (dB/Km) 

Attenuation/optical 
connector (dB) 

Attenuation/joint 
(dB)   

Min 0.3 0.4 0.02 Best Conditions 

Average 0.38 0.6 0.1 Normal 

Max 0.5 1 0.2 Worst situation 

 
 
For Wavelength 1550nm 
 

  
Attenuation/ 
Km (dB/Km) 

Attenuation/optical 
connector (dB) 

Attenuation/joint 
(dB)   

Min 0.17 0.2 0.01 Best Conditions 

Average 0.22 0.35 0.05 Normal 

Max 0.4 0.7 0.1 Worst situation 
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2.2.4. Estimate the Attenuation on the Optical Link 

Below describes the formula to calculate the attenuation for a link. You can arrive at the total 

attenuation (TA) of an elementary cable section as: 

TA = n x C + c x J + L x a + M 

 n—number of connectors 

 C—attenuation for one optical connector (dB) 

 c—number of splices in elementary cable section 

 J—attenuation for one splice (dB) 

 M—system margin (patch cords, cable bend, unpredictable optical attenuation events, 

and so on, should be considered around 3dB) 

 a—attenuation for optical cable (dB/Km) 

 L—total length of the optical cable 

When you apply this formula to the example, and assume certain values for the optical cards, 

you obtain these results: 

For wavelength 1310nm: Normal 

TA = n x C + c x J + L x a + M = 2 x 0.6dB + 4x 0.1dB + 20.5Km x 0.38dB/Km + 3dB = 12.39dB 

For wavelength 1310nm: Worst Situation 

TA = n x C + c x J + L x a + M = 2 x 1dB + 4x 0.2dB + 20.5Km x 0.5dB/Km + 3dB = 16.05dB 

For wavelength 1550nm: Normal 

TA = n x C + c x J + L x a + M = 2 x 0.35dB+ 4x 0.05dB+ 20.5Km x 0.22dB/Km+ 3dB = 8.41dB 

For wavelength 1550nm: Worst Situation 

TA = n x C + c x J + L x a + M = 2 x 0.7dB+ 4x 0.1dB+ 20.5Km x 0.4dB/Km+ 3dB = 13dB 

Assume that the optical card has these specifications: 

Tx = - 3 dB to 0dB at 1310nm 

Rx = -20 dB to -27 dB at 1310nm 
In this case, the power budget is between 27 dB and 17 dB. 

If you consider the worst card, which has the power budget at 17 db at 1310nm, and the worst 

situation for the optical link to be 16.05dB at 1310nm, you can estimate that the optical link will 

work without any problem. However, in order to be certain, we must measure the link. 

2.2.5. Final End to End Measurements 

In order to ensure the final attenuation is under the power budget, an end to end measurement 

needs to be performed. For that purpose we will use a power meter and a light source, one in 

each end. 

First of all a calibration of the instruments is needed. Connection of a stabilised light source and 

power meter for determining the reference value, shown below. 
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 Power meter calibration 

Once calibrated, this is the setup for measuring the cable attenuation of the fibre link. 

 

 Attenuation measurement 

It is important to remark that this should be done in advance for all links, allowing sufficient time 

to be able to do it again for any faulty connector or splice. 
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2.3. The Technical Operations Centre 
The Technical Operation Centre (TOC) and was a facility installed by ISB in the broadcast 

compoundiv at each venue. 

The TOC acted as the ISB transmission hub for all VandA circuits at the venue. In the case of 

shared compounds, a single TOC was established to accommodate the various ISB and RHB 

facilities. 

The TOC provided a local interface point in the Venues for: 

 Transport Quality Control 

 VandA delivery (Multilateral and Unilateral) to and from the IBC  

 Distribution of all the required signals to and from the Broadcast Compound 

 Control and distribution of all the RHBs required services 

Each TOC had the capability of distributing at least 1 fully redundant Multilateral service and 

depending on the venue, could have handled up to 3 fully redundant multilateral signals.  

The TOCs, according to the RHB and ISB requirements were also capable of delivering Unilateral 

feeds to the IBC. 

The TOC Cabin is located in the Broadcast Compound. There is one TOC per compound. 

 

 Broadcast Compound2 

                                                           
iv Broadcast Compound – Area beside the venue that hosts all the HB requirements for the broadcast such 
as: the OB Van, DSNG, TOC, graphics, venue management, etc. 
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2.3.1. General Venue Broadcast Flow Diagram 

BEGOC
Graphics

ISB
OBVan

Unilateral
OBVans

Distribution RackFill

Key

ITVRs

ITVRs

Camera Splits

International Sound

Microphone Splits

International Radio
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TC

Commentary Audio

 

 General Venue Broadcast Flow 

Above shows the signal path from the OB truck at the Compound at the venue, transmitted to 

the Master Control Room at the IBC, as well as all other important interconnections within the 

venue. 

Each OB Van delivered two HD-SDI program signal copies (Main and Backup) to the TOC – with 

audio signals embedded. The truck also provided Reference and LTC plus the analogue Cue 

signal. In addition, the OB Van also provided the Camera Splits to the TOC to distribute them. 

The OB Van received the graphics and PA from BEGOC. 

The program copies; main and back-up become International signals - main and protect.  These 

were encoded to fibre and sent to the IBC, together with the unilateral signals. 

2.3.2. The TOC cabin 

The TOC is a portable cabin that is installed in the compound approximately 2 months before 

the Games. This cabin is usually placed as close as possible to the fence that encloses the 

compound for the safety and protection of the fibre. 

Within the cabin, ODF (Optical Distribution Frames) was installed with the fibre connectivity 

with the equipment needed for the broadcast of the Baku European Games.  
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When the TOC is installed, it is raised approximately 50 cm from the floor.  Please see below for 

some examples:

 

 TOC cabin 

2.3.3. Areas of termination of the fibre optic network 

For the European Games venues, the fibre optic network terminated in the TOC (Technical 

Operations Centre) which is where the fibre optic network for broadcasting circuits also 

terminated. Refer to figure 12. 

Next sections in this document, offer further explanation about the TOC. It is important not to 

confuse the Technical Equipment Room (TER) in a venue with the TOC in the Compound.   

The TER room was normally used by the Telecommunications Partners for the Games for the 

handling of all telephony and data services that the Telecommunications Partners are providing 

to BECOG in the venues.  
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 Areas of termination of the Fibre Optic Network of ISB 

2.3.4. Conduits paths to the TOC cabin7 

BECOG provided underground conduits and cable path access from two distinct fibre optic 

manholes outside the compound fence to two manholes located at either side of the TOC. In 

order to facilitate this task, ISB provided BECOG the compound drawings showing the location 

of the TOC. 

TOC

COMPOUND

ManholeManhole
Backbone conduit 

outside the compound 

fence

Manhole outside the 

compound fence

Manhole outside the 

compound fence

Underground 

conduit inside 

compound 

provided by 

BAKU2015 

ORGANIZING 

COMMITTEE

Manhole in the 

close vicinity of 

TOC provided by 

BAKU 2015 

ORGANIZING 

COMMITTEE 

Main Fibre

Diverse Fibre

COMPOUND 

FENCE

 

 Conduits to TOC 
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The two manholes inside the compound were placed no further than 2m from either side of the 

TOC. 

 

 TaOC cabin 

 

 Main Fibre Manhole 

2.3.5. Routing of fibres from the backbone to the TOC cabin 

BECOG ran fibres from their closest point of connectivity, outside the compound fence, to the 

two manholes at both sides of the TOC, when the internal compound conduits and manholes 

were ready.  The fibres reached the manholes and were stored there according to the ISB and 

BECOG project plan and did not have to wait for the physical TOC cabin to be in place.  When 

the cabin was placed in the compound and in coordination with ISB, BECOG brought the two 

fibres from the manholes into the TOC, usually through a hole made in the floor or wall of the 

cabin.  The two backbone fibres entered, following two different entries at either side of the 

TOC.  

 

 Diverse Fibre Manhole  

 

 Fibre entry in TOC 

The backbone fibre went inside the TOC cabin.   

Fibres entry to TOC is through two holes in the floor or wall at both corners of the cabin. The 

two holes are used for the two different fibre diverse paths. 
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Proper fibre bend radius not shown at figure 18 but must be provided; fibres should be fastened 

to wall at appropriate spots to support the cable. 

 

 Entry of the fibres in the TOC cabin. 

2.3.6. Termination of fibres inside the TOC 

Once inside the TOC, the fibres were terminated and spliced in Fibre Patch Panels or ODF 

(Optical Distribution Frame) dimensioned to accommodate all fibres allocated to that venue. It 

was the responsibility of BECOG to install the ODF, to splice the backbone fibres in the panels 

and the label the fibres and ports.   The fibre delivery was terminated on an ODF fixed on the 

interior wall at approximately 1.5 meter high with SC-PC connectors. 

2.4. Requested Technical Specifications of the Broadcast 

Contribution Network8 

2.4.1. Overview 

The optical demarcation points were implemented on a small ODF (Optical Distribution Frame) 

provided and wired by BECOG, where ISB patched the fibre jumper cables to connect to its 

Video & Audio transmission and reception equipment. The ODF was installed by BECOG in the 

ISB TOC, in each one of the live venues and, also, in the Equipment area of the Master Control 

Room in the IBC, for both redundant fibres. For the Beauty Cameras fibre optic termination the 

fibre was terminated with SC connectors which were connected directly to ISB supplied Active 

Terminal Equipment.  

2.4.2. Working Optical Window & Fibre and Connectors Specifications 

Optical transmission took place in the 2nd Optical Window (centered at 1310 nm) and the 3rd 

window (centered at 1550 nm), depending on the power budget of specific links. Accepted fibre 

specifications were according to ITU-T G.652, for operation in both 1310 nm and 1550 nm 

window. ITU-T G.655 fibres could have also been accepted after mutual agreement between 

the two Parties and successful transmission tests. 

aprox
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Fibre cable 

entrance hole

2 fiber cables, 
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long from entrance 
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View of Back Wall
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The connectors used on the optical demarcation points were SC-PC type, unless specified and 

agreed by the parties. Under no circumstances would ISB allow angled version of such 

connectors. 

2.4.3. Target Link Budget 

BECOG provided the estimated link budgets, for the transmission of the live feeds from the 

Selected Venues and Beauty Camera locations with an overall attenuation (between the defined 

Demarcation Points) of no more than 25 dB in the 1310 nm optical window.  

2.4.4. Back-reflection 

BECOG guaranteed a minimum back-reflection attenuation of 30 dB per transmission link at 

each Demarcation point and any intermediate cross-connect or patching points.  

2.4.5. Measurements and proof of Conformance 

For most venues, BECOG provided in due time (before April the 13th 2015), measured 

information about the optical transmission parameters for each paired transmission and 

reception points. The measurements took place for both working wavelengths (1310 nm and 

1550 nm). The measurements included i) total attenuation measured with Optical power source 

and Optical power meter, ii) OTDR transmission path profiles. The report was delivered to ISB in 

electronic format. 

2.4.6. Overall OTDR Path Profile 

As part of the measured information to be delivered, BECOG also provided a measured OTDR 

profile of each one of the assigned optical paths and in both transmission directions. In case 

BECOG and/or ISB identified any potentially problematic reflection and/or attenuation 

behaviour, it was confirmed that BECOG would take all reasonable action to cure the problems.  

2.4.7. Contribution Network – Design Requirements  

The fibre optic paths and conduits that were used by the contribution network (fibre optic 

strands) and that were implemented between the selected Venues (excluding the Beauty 

Cameras) and the IBC, ensured a full geographical diversity. The fibre optic cables were deployed 

in underground conduits linking the venues with the IBC.  If the underground solution had not 

been available, within the venue compound, and for a maximum distance of 5 m, an over ground 

solution would have been acceptable provided that the reliability of the network remains 

unaffected. That over ground cable installation could have been achieved using cable traps 

mounted with anchor bolts and shall be able to withstand a load of 50 tons.  The cables from 

the diverse paths would have accessed the IBC from two geographical diverse entry points. 

When inside the IBC, from the two entry points to the ISB Technical Room, the fibre optic cables 

were deployed in cable trays used only for technology services (LAN/WAN, fixed telephony…). 

These cable trays were different from the ones to be used for coaxial cables and power 

distribution. The cable tray plans as well as the cable entries plans were provided in sufficient 

time, prior to September30th 2014. 
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2.4.8. Contribution Network – List of Deliverables & Key Milestones 

The Key Milestones regarding the Contribution Network were:  

Item Description Owner Date 

1. Draft Plan of the Contribution Network (on a per Venue 

basis and including Beauty Cameras) to be sent to ISB: 
BECOG 30/09/2014 

1.1 Expected physical distance between Venues and IBC BECOG 30/09/2014 

1.2 Expected Optical distance between Venues and IBC BECOG 30/09/2014 

1.3 Expected optical attenuation figures BECOG 30/09/2014 

1.4 Graphical representation of the network – site plan 

drawing of the contribution network 
BECOG 30/09/2014 

2. ISB to provide comments on the Deliverables 1. ISB 15/10/2014 

3. Final plan of the network, including type of ODFs and 

terminations on a per venue basis  
BECOG 14/01/2015 

4. Contribution network to be installed, terminated, tested 

and ready for ISB usage. 
BECOG 13/04/2015 

4.1. Reports of total attenuation, per venue, per strand, per 

transmission direction. 
BECOG 13/04/2015 

4.2. Reports of OTDR traces per venue, per strand, per 

transmission direction. 
BECOG 13/04/2015 

4.3 Label of all the fibre optic strands BECOG 13/04/2015 

5. Network acceptance signature BECOG & ISB 13/05/2015 
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2.5. European Games Contribution Network 
To enable establishment of the Broadcast Contribution Network and the delivery of the live 

signals, BECOG sourced and provided between each Venue, a live production and at the IBC, all 

of the technical means necessary for ISB to fulfil its role as a Host Broadcaster.  

BECOG also provided a second fibre on a diverse path, which was to be used for the 

implementation of a backup transmission solution. The one end of the herein fibre(s) was 

terminated by BECOG inside the ISB TOC at each venue. The other end of these fibres was 

terminated by BECOG in the designated location at the Master Control Room area in the IBC. 

The provision of all terminal equipment was used with the dark fibre, plus the installation and 

operation of such equipment – all the the responsibility of ISB.  

The below diagram is a basic overview of the Contribution Network configuration. 

 

 Contribution Network diagram 

ISB designed the TOC from scratch for these European Games, in order to plan the equipment 

at the venues and in order to guarantee the correct reception of the incoming feeds that were 

deployed at the IBC. 

The final architecture that was a result of the European Games network configuration is 

described below, including venues, feeds and attenuation figures. 
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2.5.1. Venues and feeds 

Find below the venue codes with the sports and number of feeds: 

Venue Name 
Venue 
code 

Sports COMPOUND 
MULTI 
FEEDS 

Stadium STA Athletics and Ceremonies  1 1 

Baku Aquatics Centre BAC 

Synchronised Swimming 

2 1 Diving 

Swimming U18 

Water Polo Arena WAP Water Polo 

3 2 
Basketball Arena BBA Basketball 3x3 

Beach Arena BEA 
Beach Volleyball 

Beach Soccer 

National Gymnastics 
Arena 

NGA 

Artistic 

4 1 

Rhythmic 

Trampoline 

Acrobatics 

Aerobics 

Crystal Hall - Media Hub PC Press Conference + Village 5 1 

Crystal Hall 1 CH1 Indoor Volleyball 

6 3 Crystal Hall 3 CH3 

Fencing 

Taekwondo 

Karate 

Crystal Hall 2 CH2 Boxing 

Tofiq Bahramov Stadium TBS Archery 7 1 

Baku Shooting Centre SHO Shooting 
8 1 

Mountain Bike Velopark VEL Cycling Mountain Bike 

Heydar Aliyev Arena HAA 
Wrestling 

9 1 
Judo 

Baku Sports Hall BSH 
Badminton 

10 1 
Table Tennis 

Mingachevir MIG Canoe Sprint 11 1 

Amburan Beach BIL 
Triathlon 

12 
1 

Cycling Time Trial 
1 

Freedom Square ROA Cycling Road Race 13 

BMX Velopark BMX Cycling BMX 14 1 

Caspian Eclipse Cauldron CLD Cauldron 15 1 
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2.5.2. VandA Contribution Network 

The below fibre diagram shows all the circuits from venues and beauty cams in order to have a 

better overview of the network that was required. 

 

 VandA Contribution Network 
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2.5.3. Preliminary attenuation figures 

Once the competition venues and the sports were established, the network design starts to fulfil 

all the requirements of the different technology areas. 

The preliminary calculations of attenuations for several venues were too high for our broadcast 

equipment. Different SFP´s power sources and sensibilities existed, but not for facing more than 

a hundred kilometres distance, with over 75dB attenuation budget end to end.  

 

 Preliminary attenuation figures 

After researching the specifications of the more sensible SFPS, we are able to reach a maximum 

of around 35 dB attenuation. These are the specifications of the SFPs 

 Transmitters with +7dBm 

 Receivers with -28dBm. 
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2.5.4. Repeaters solution 

Due to the longer distances of some venues and the preliminary attenuation figures calculation 

as per above, a regeneration option of the light was planned. A secure room with safe power 

and air conditioning was needed, so an intermediate exchange room before the optical budget 

is lost was the better place to do it.  

Two options were investigated- refer to figure 23: 

 Using the same technology, same receiver and after a transmitter to regenerate the 

signal connected in chain: 

o Pros: cheaper and more flexible. 

o Cons: the addition of a delay that could affect the change over at the IBC. 

 

 An EDFA (Erbium Doped Fibre Amplifier) solution. They are optical amplifiers that use a 

doped optical fibre as a gain medium to amplify an optical signal.  

o Pros: A passive amplification system. 

o Cons: need of multiplex the signal before amplifying and very expensive 

solution. 

 

Possible Exchange Rooms for placing the repeaters frame 

Below figure shows the possible exchange rooms and the path distances in meters. 

 

 Possible Exchange Rooms for placing the repeaters frame. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dopant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical_fibre
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Repeaters solutions options 

IBC

C03 – EGP
 WAP/BEA/BBA

C02 – BAC

C08 – VEL/SHO

C09 –HAA

SW/SY/DV

E/O

BACKUP CIRCUITS

TOC 3

TOC 12

CM/SH

E/O

TOC 6

WR/JU
E/O

TOC 7

VIDEO

ISB ENGINEERING

EUROPEAN GAMES BAKU 2015

REPEATERS SOLUTION - CX NETWORK

SIZE DATE FILE NAME REV.

A3 13 DEC, 2014 V 1.0

DRAWN BY EG HOJA 1 of 1

FO

WP/BK

E/OSDI

BV/FB

E/O

47 dB

47 dB

47 dB

46 dB

54 dB

REPEATER SOLUTIONS
OPTION 1

O/E

O/E

E/O

O/E

O/E

O/E

E/O

E/O

E/O

E/O

<25 dB <25 dB

BRTID

O/E

O/E

O/E

O/E

O/E

SDI

SDI

SDI

SDI SDI

SDI

SDI

SDI

SDI
SDI

SDI

SDI

SDI

SDI

ISB EQUIPMENT ROOMBRTID TECHNICAL ROOM
1 RACK NEEDED

IBC

C03 – EGP
 WAP/BEA/BBA

C02 – BAC

C08 – VEL/SHO

C09 –HAA

SW/SY/DV

E/O

BACKUP CIRCUITS

TOC 3

TOC 12

CM/SH

E/O

TOC 6

WR/JU
E/O

TOC 7

WP/BK

E/OSDI

BV/FB

E/O

47 dB

47 dB

47 dB

46 dB

54 dB

OPTION 2

<25 dB <35 dB

BRTIB

SDI

SDI

SDI

SDI SDI

SDI

SDI

SDI

SDI

ʎ1

ʎ2

ʎ3

ʎ4

ʎ5

M
U

X

D
EM

U
X

EDFA EDFARAMAN RAMAN

BRTID TECHNICAL ROOM
1 RACK NEEDED

ISB EQUIPMENT ROOM

 

 Repeaters solutions options diagram 
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Hardware solution and requirements at the Exchange Rooms 
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 Hardware solution and requirements at the Exchange Rooms 

 

Technical details 

Dimensions: 2RU rack space 

Power consumption: 200W 

Power Input: 230V AC 50 Hz 

Description: 

 1 Frame chassis 19" with: 

 6 Electrical to Optical 

 6 Optical to Electrical 

 6 SFPs Receivers - LC/PC connector 

 6 SFPs Transmitters - LC/PC connector 

 2 Power Supplies - IEC connectors 

 1 Frame Controller 
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2.5.5. MPLS Mingachevir Network 

The venue of Mingachevir was located at around 400 km away from Baku which made it 

impossible to use the standard dark fibre solution taken at all other venues. For that reason 

BEGOC provided a 1GE link based on a MPLS network though a third party telecom provider. 

Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a type of data-carrying technique for high-performance 

telecommunications networks that directs data from one network node to the next based on 

short path labels rather than long network addresses, avoiding complex lookups in a routing 

table. The labels identify virtual links (paths) between distant nodes rather than endpoints.  

 

 MPLS network 

MPLS was designed to provide a unified data-carrying service for both circuit-based clients and 

packet-switching clients which provide a datagram service model. It can be used to carry many 

different kinds of traffic, including IP packets, as well as native ATM, SONET, and Ethernet 

frames. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Routing_table
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Routing_table
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunication_circuit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Datagram
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Packet_(information_technology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethernet_frame
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethernet_frame
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Routing 

 

 MPLS route Mingachevir to Baku 

 

 MPLS exchange rooms 
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Technical network details 

 1 GB dedicated channel  

 VLAN/VPN L2 tunnel; Inside the Tunnel can created ACCESS, not QinQ option  

 General delay 5 milliseconds  

 Static – dedicated to routes Primary and Secondary. Preferred solution due to the 
change over installed in the IBC, it will switch in a main route failure: 

o Dynamic means automatically change the routs (there are 3 routs; so in case if 
one route will be cut automatically move to another one). 

o During switching inside MPLS delay will be 100 milliseconds. 
 

Equipment details 

In that special case ISB was not able to use the usual fibre optic transmitters/receivers.  

Here was a MPEG-2/H.264 SD/HD Encoders and Decoders. 

This is the family of Broadcast encoders and decoders manufactured and designed by SAPEC 

have the capacity to work with MPEG-2 / H.264 compressions in high definition (HD) and allows 

for setting any type of profile for both of the compression algorithms, 4:2:0 for distribution and 

4:2:2 for contribution 

It has two transport interfaces to be able to transmit or receive the Transport Stream (TS) 

generated in IP. The IP interface admits sending both in Unicast and Multicast. It accepts UDP / 

RTP transmissions and offers the possibility of emitting FEC for error correction under the 

SMPTE2022 standard.  
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2.5.6. Beauty cameras 

ISB beauty cameras provided viewers with unique views of main Baku locations in and around 

the city. It also provided broadcasters with these spectacular scenic shots from three Baku 

locations which were: 

 The roof top of the Hilton Hotel 

 The Baku Yacht Club 

 AZTV Headquarters (the local Azerbaijan broadcater)  

More information can be found in the Appendix C. 

The below diagram on figure 28 shows the technical connectivity and set up at the IBC: 

 One Beauty Camera was a hard camera located at a RHB building, so via redundant dark 

fibre was received at the IBC after going through the AZTV Master Control. 

 The Hilton and Yacht Club where controlled at the IBC with a Joystick Control and a RCP. 

For that purpose, 2 fibre per camera were needed to be able to receive the video and 

the data. More details below at the diagram 

Connection diagram 

 

 Beauty Cameras connection diagram 
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2.5.7. Commentary and Coordination Audio Contribution Network 

The Commentary and Coordination Circuits Contribution Network followed similar design and 

implementation principles to the VandA Contribution Network. A fully redundant transmission 

network was established to provide an end to end fully digital transmission system to be used 

for the establishment of full duplex communication between venues and the IBC for 

commentary and coordination audio. 

2.5.8. Communication circuits 

BEGOC was providing Ethernet circuits at the IBC and the venues for transport the coordination 

circuits. All the coordination between the IBC-trucks-TOC was done via VoIP. For that reason 

ISB managed to have an isolated network with Static Private IPs for establish the circuits in 

Direct Sip mode. Once configured is a really flexible and stable network. 

ISB provided, installed and operated all of the required equipment (commentary units, network 

transmission and switching/routing equipment, digital analogue panels, network management 

etc.). The equipment was installed and operated in the Commentary Control position at venues, 

and in the Commentary Switching Centre (CSC) in the IBC. All RHB ordered and confirmed 

bidirectional circuits between venues and the IBC terminated at the ISB/RHB demarcation 

points. 

Coordination circuits IBC-Venues 

 TCC: Technical coordination circuit between the MCR and the TOC. 

 PCC: Production coordination circuit between PQC (Production Quality Control) 

and direction at the OB Van. 

 CCC: Commentary coordination circuit between CSC (Commentary Switching 

Control) and CCR. 

 MCC: Management coordination circuit between the BVM Office at the Venue 

and the BOC. 

 MZCC: Mixed Zone coordination circuit for the pre and post unilaterals between 

the Mixed Zone and the IBC/RHB. 
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Commentary and Coordination Circuits Diagram 

 

 

 Commentary and coordination circuits within the venue 

The equipment used was the Phoenix Venus IP Codec of AEQ. 

For international commentary circuits at the venues a portable Commentary Unit and IP Codec 

of AEQ: the Phoenix Mobile. 

 

 

 IP Codec 

 

 
 

 Commentary Position 
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3. MASTER CONTROL 

The MCR is the technical hub, where all of the incoming feeds were processed and monitored 

for quality and accuracy to ensure the contribution and distribution meets the standards 

required.  

All multilateral and unilateral VandA circuits from the venues (Contribution Network) were 

received at the Contribution Centre where all signals were monitored and controlled. In case of 

problems with the main fibre feed, signals were automatically switched on to replace the faulty 

feed. From the Contribution Centre, multilateral VandA signals were passed on to the 

Distribution Centre.  

At the IBC, multilateral VandA circuits were monitored, processed and distributed to the RHBs 

via the Distribution Centre. All venue International signals  were made available for distribution 

as serial digital VandA packages in HDTV format. 

Signals from RHBs that were directed outside the IBC. These signals consisted of outbound 

signals to RHBs home countries and return video circuits to venues from the IBC. RHBs may also 

provide to the Transmission Centre baseband copies of their outgoing compressed feeds for 

monitoring purposes. 

In the Distribution centre, ISB also monitored all the outgoing feeds of the International 

Multichannel Distribution Service. 

 

 MCR desk 
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3.1. MCR Basics9 

3.1.1. Master Sync Generator - Genlocking 

In the MCR, it is important that video signals coming from multiple sources are frame aligned or 

synchronised to allow seamless switching between video sources. For this reason, a 

synchronisation signal is often distributed to all video sources using a master synchronisation 

generator. This allows video switching equipment to select between multiple sources without 

having to buffer and re-synchronise all of its input video signals.  

The Master Sync Generator, is very accurate clock source whose signal is distributed to all 

equipment in a broadcast MCR. Master Sync Generator gets its accurate clock by synchronising 

to one of its input references (typically GPS signal, another Master Sync Generator or recovered 

Master Sync Clock from another studio), cleans the selected reference from phase noise with a 

Digital Phase Locked Loop (DPLL), synthesises and embeds required clock frequencies into a 

standard video signal used for synchronisation, and then distributes it to all equipment in the 

MCR via BNC cables. 

Black burst 

Black and Burst also known as bi-level sync and black burst is the analogue signal used in 

broadcasting for synchronising all equipment. It consists of a video signal with a blacked-out 

picture.  

It is used to synchronise video signals together to put them on the same timing plane. It allows 

vertical timing that allows synchronous switching between two video signals. Black/Burst also 

locks the colour phase between signals. The burst section of the waveform allows the phase 

relationship of the two signals to be timed together by sending pulses to the internal oscillators 

of the equipment. 

 
 Black and Burst 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analogue_signal
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Time Code 

Time Code is a critical reference signal within a facility that is used to provide timing and control 

code information for a variety of equipment with the facility and is used by such equipment as 

servers and automation systems for playout of material. 

Linear Time Code (LTC) is an analog low frequency signal that was originally recorded on tape or 

transported as a separate serial signal over a separate interface. The LTC signal can be carried 

on a balanced XLR audio interface or on a single ended unbalanced output of a BNC connector 

 

 Master sync pulse generator (SPG) and a master clock. 

3.1.2. Monitoring and quality control 

Master Control is the final point before a signal is transmitted over-the-air, so it ensures the 

quality and accuracy of the overall signals coming though. It includes banks of video monitors, 

multiviewers, measurement equipment, transmission equipment, satellite receivers, intercom 

and all the facilities to ensure the transmission meets the standard regulations being able to 

solve any issue. 

3.1.3. Router 

The video router acts like a switchboard for video signals. It routes video signals from one place 

to another. Video signals are switched through a cross-point matrix, re-clocked (or de-jittered), 

and sent to its destination. The video signal is processed as a serial stream from input to output. 

 

 Block diagram of a Video Router 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Video_monitor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Receiver_(radio)
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Main Router Assignments 

In our case, a 128x128 video router was used as a distribution core of all the Master Control 

operations. Figure 36 shows the sources and destinations to give and idea of the final set up. 

 

 Main router assignments 

  

Sources Destinations

DX01-FRS 1 1 FRSYN-01

DX02-FRS 2 2 FRSYN-02

DX03-FRS 3 3 FRSYN-03

DX04-FRS 4 4 FRSYN-04

DX05-FRS 5 5 FRSYN-05

DX06-FRS 6 6 FRSYN-06

DX07-FRS 7 7 FRSYN-07

DX08-FRS 8 8 FRSYN-08

DX09-FRS 9 9 FRSYN-09

DX10-FRS 10 10 FRSYN-10

DX11-FRS 11 11 FRSYN-11

DX12-FRS 12 12 FRSYN-12

13 13 FRSYN-13

FRSYN-13 14 14 FRSYN-14

FRSYN-14 15 15 FRSYN-15

FRSYN-15 16 16 FRSYN-16

FRSYN-16 17 17 FRSYN-17

FRSYN-17 18 18 FRSYN-18

FRSYN-18 19 19

20 20 DX-01 PRG

C01 STA Main 21 21 DX-02 PRG

C02 BAC Main 22 22 DX-03 PRG

C03/1 WAP Main 23 23 DX-04 PRG

C03/2 BEA Main 24 24 DX-05 PRG

C04 NGA Main 25 25 DX-06 PRG

C06/1 CH Main 26 26 DX-07 PRG

C06/2 CH Main 27 27 DX-08 PRG

C06/3 CH Main 28 28 DX-09 PRG

C07 TBS Main 29 29 DX-10 PRG

C08 VEL/SHO Main 30 30 DX-11 PRG

C09 HAA Main 31 31 DX-12 PRG

C10 BSH Main 32 32

C12 BIL Main 33 33 VS-IN-18

C13 FSQ Main 34 34 VS-IN-19

C14 BMX Main 35 35 VS-IN-20

C05 AVL Main 36 36 VS-IN-21

37 37 VS-IN-22

C01 STA Backup 38 38 VS-IN-23

C02 BAC Backup 39 39 VS-IN-24

C03/1 WAP Backup 40 40

C03/2 BEA Backup 41 41 AT-IN-18

C04 NGA Backup 42 42 AT-IN-19

C06/1 CH Backup 43 43 AT-IN-20

C06/2 CH Backup 44 44

C06/3 CH Backup 45 45 Edit-05 IN01

C07 TBS Backup 46 46 Edit-05 IN02

C08 VEL/SHO Backup 47 47

C09 HAA Backup 48 48 GLBCST-01

C10 BSH Backup 49 49 GLBCST-02

C12 BIL Backup 50 50

C13 FSQ Backup 51 51 MDS01-IN01

C14 BMX Backup 52 52 MDS01-IN02

C05 AVL Backup 53 53 MDS02-IN01

54 54 MDS02-IN02

C01 STA Switched 55 55 MDS03-IN01

C02 BAC Switched 56 56 MDS03-IN02

C03/1 WAP Switched 57 57 MDS04-IN01

C03/2 BEA Switched 58 58 MDS04-IN02

C04 NGA Switched 59 59 MDS05-IN01

60 60 MDS05-IN02

C06/1 CH Switched 61 61

C06/2 CH Switched 62 62 PQC-01

C06/3 CH Switched 63 63 PQC-02

C07 TBS Switched 64 64 PQC-03

C08 VEL/SHO Switched 65 65

C09 HAA Switched 66 66 CX-Desk-01

C10 BSH Switched 67 67 CX-Desk-02

C12 BIL Switched 68 68 CX-Desk-03

C13 FSQ Switched 69 69 CX-Desk-04

C14 BMX Switched 70 70

C05 AVL Switched 71 71 DX-Desk-01

72 72 DX-Desk-02

sQPlay-Out 06 73 73 DX-Desk-03

sQPlay-Out 07 74 74 DX-Desk-04

sQPlay-Out 08 75 75

MDS-01 76 76 TX-Desk-01

MDS-02 77 77 TX-Desk-02

MDS-03 78 78 TX-Desk-03

MDS-04 79 79 TX-Desk-04

MDS-05 80 80

Beauty CAM-01 AZTV 81 81 PRG-01

Beauty CAM-02 Hilton 82 82 PRG-02

Beauty CAM-03 Yacht Club 83 83 PRG-03

84 84 PRG-04

C11 MIG-A 85 85

C11 MIG-B 86 86 MDS 1 I/P 08 GFX FILL

87 87 MDS 1 I/P 09 GFX KEY

BM40.40-01 88 88 MDS 1 I/P 10 GFX PREV

BM40.40-02 89 89 MDS 2 I/P 08 GFX FILL

90 90 MDS 2 I/P 09 GFX KEY

Edit-05 OUT 91 91 MDS 2 I/P 10 GFX PREV

92 92 MDS 3 I/P 08 GFX FILL

VTR-01 93 93 MDS 3 I/P 09 GFX KEY

94 94 MDS 3 I/P 10 GFX PREV

VTR-02 95 95 MDS 4 I/P 08 GFX FILL

96 96 MDS 4 I/P 09 GFX KEY

AT-OUT-18 97 97 MDS 4 I/P 10 GFX PREV

AT-OUT-19 98 98 MDS 5 I/P 08 GFX FILL

AT-OUT-20 99 99 MDS 5 I/P 09 GFX KEY

100 100 MDS 5 I/P 10 GFX PREV

Down Link 01 101 101

Down Link 02 102 102 LOG-MON-01B

103 103 LOG-MON-02B

Backup GFX 1 FILL 104 104

Backup GFX 1 KEY 105 105 CEO-OFF-01

Backup GFX 1 PREV 106 106

ISB GFX 1 KEY 107 107 AZTV-01

ISB GFX 1 FILL 108 108 AZTV-02

ISB GFX 1 PREV 109 109 AZTV-03

ISB GFX 2 KEY 110 110 AZTV-04

ISB GFX 2 FILL 111 111 AZTV-05

ISB GFX 2 PREV 112 112

ISB GFX 3 KEY 113 113 MDS-SUP

ISB GFX 3 FILL 114 114

ISB GFX 3 PREV 115 115

116 116

BKUP GFX Out 117 117

118 118

Spare Input 1 119 119

Spare Input 2 120 120

Spare Input 3 121 121

Spare Input 4 122 122

Spare Input 5 123 123

Spare Input 6 124 124

Spare Input 7 125 125

Spare Input 8 126 126

127 127

75% Bars 128 128
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3.1.4. Video processor 

As part of the MCR duties, some video processing needs are always required. A list of common 

actions done at the MCR are shown below. 

Frame Synchroniser:  

There are times when an asynchronous video signal needs to be synchronised to the studio’s 

genlocked reference. 

 

 Block Diagram of a Frame Synchroniser 

Distribution Amplifiers:  

Broadcast studios often use multiple video signals for production and some of these signals need 

to reach long distances. Distribution amplifiers are used to help extend the distance that the 

video signal can reach or to distribute a video signal to multiple sources. 

 

 Distribution Amplifier Block Diagram 
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Distribution amplifiers use a cable equalizer to compensate for the inherent low pass 

characteristics of coaxial cables that carry the SDI video signals. The cable equalizer effectively 

extends the reach of the SDI cables to over 140 meters for HD signals and 300 meters for SD 

signals. 

3.1.5. CSC 

The Commentary Switching Centre (CSC) is the network´s main hub for commentary and 

coordination circuits. In our operation it shared the same space of the MCR. 

The basic functions of the CSC are: 

 To install, maintain and operate the coordination circuits and IS-RA facilities and 

connections needed to extend all the incoming national coordination circuits to 

the RHB and ISB offices in the IBC. 

 To extend the RHB coordination outgoing circuits to the international circuits 

and the RHB home studios.  

 Monitor and supervise the quality of the MDS Commentary Off-tubes that were 

live 16 hours per day. 

 

 

 Commentary Control Unit 
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3.2. IBC Flow Diagram 
Figuro 40 shows in detail the IBC flow and the interconneion between the MCR and all the areas 

such as MDS, Logging, Edit suits, Satellite Farm, PQC, Graphics, Contribution, etc. 

 

 IBC flow diagram  
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4. MDS 

In addition to being able to receive all produced coverage at the IBC, ISB provided a European 

Games Multi-Channel Distribution Service (MDS). As mentioned earlier, the MDS was very 

useful to RHBs, as a ready to air channel such as this, allows maximum coverage with minimum 

effort and resources.   

The MDS allowed Rights Holding Broadcasters within the satellite footprints in Europe (Eutelsat 

7B and Azerspace-1) to receive directly four multilateral channels of live and delayed sport. 

These channels showcased memorable events by presenting views of the greatest variety of 

sport possible. 

Other broadcasters outside of the European coverage satellite, were able to access the MDS 

from the BT Tower in London. 

4.1. Live and Delayed Sport Coverage 
The MDS does not create new content.  A dedicated team uses existing content to create the 

programme for MDS, which consisted of live and delayed coverage, available throughout the 

Games-time period.  The coverage also made use of pre-produced content as well as highlights 

shows and news allocated at fixed times throughout the day. 

The four multilateral channels covered more than 90% of all of the competition, including nearly 

all semi-finals and finals. All of the coverage was in High Definition and accompanied by a full 

English language commentary. Commentary was also available in Arabic, as agreed with ASBU, 

a Rights Holding Broadcaster. 

The daily transmissions on each channel started at approximately 09:00 and finished between 

23:00 – 23:30 local time. The gaps between the live or recorded transmissions were filled with 

different material depending on the time available.  For example, a next transmission graphic, 

shots from one of the beauty cameras or venue aerials, melt reels from other sports on other 

channels and any other extra material including highlights, features and interviews were used 

to fill the gaps between live transmissions. 

At the end of the multilateral transmissions, the channel was also available for bookable 

unilateral use. Additional unilateral channels were available on request, by participating RHBs. 

All of the encoding, multiplexing and encryption of the services was carried out at the IBC and 

simultaneously uplinked to European coverage satellites. 
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4.1.1. Live coverage2 

Live coverage of most of preliminaries and all semi-finals and finals, was on offer. In those 

venues with multiple field of plays such as Fencing, Judo, Wrestling or Karate, only one feed was 

provided while the rest were covered by ENG. 

 Aquatics: Diving, Swimming, 

Synchronised  Swimming, Underwater 

Swimming, Water Polo 

 Archery 

 Athletics  

 Badminton 

 Basketball 3x3 

 Beach Soccer 

 Beach Volleyball and Volleyball 

 Boxing 

 Canoe Kayak Sprint 

 Cycling: BMX, Mountain Bike, Road 

Race, Time Trial 

 Fencing 

 Gymnastics 

Acrobatic, Aerobic, Rhythmic, 

Trampoline 

 Judo, Para Judo 

 Karate 

 Sambo 

 Shooting 

 Taekwondo 

 Table Tennis 

 Triathlon 

 Wrestling 

 

4.1.2. ENG Coverage 

At certain events, the HB provided ENG (taped) highlights of events, which included the 

following: 

 Archery: Ranking round 

 Badminton: Court- 2, 3 

 Basketball: Court- 2, 3, 4 

 Beach Volleyball: Courts 2, 3, 4 

 Boxing (first 4 days of competition) 

 Fencing:  7 other pistes 

 Judo: Tatami: 1, 3 

 Karate: Tatami 1 

 Table Tennis: Tables 2, 3 4 

 Shooting: Range 10m, 25, 50m, Skeet & 

Trap 

 Volleyball (Day 1, Session 1) 

 Water Polo: Pool 2 

 Wrestling: Mat- A, C 

 Sambo: Mat- A, C 

 

The ENG teams also covered news related to the Games. 

Coverage provided by the HB as part of the ITVR signal at non-competition venues primarily 

consisted of the following: 

 Opening and Closing Ceremonies (Including Caspian Eclipse Cauldron) 

 Press Conferences 

 Beauty Cameras 
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4.2. Highlights and News Feeds 
Two, half-hour daily highlight shows were produced, incorporating the best of the day’s 

competition and relevant news. The highlights shows were distributed at 16:00 and 24:00 each 

day of the event, and uplinked to the same satellites that were used for the MDS and also 

included English Guide and Arabic Commentary. 

Two, 10-minute News Feeds were distributed per day, providing Games news and highlights. 

ISB also produced a two-hour recap of the entire Games, which was be distributed the day 

following the Closing Ceremony.  

4.3. Technical description 
The MDS is a shared transmission service of all sports events of the 2015 Baku European Games, 

plus the Highlights and News Feed (HL&NF). It was distributed via satellite to enable RHBs 

around the globe to receive and distribute to audiences in their home territories.  

This service distributed approximately 800 hours of competition coverage and 23 hours of news 

and highlights to participating RHBs. All the coverage was in High Definition, with commentary 

and all the content was of a high quality to be broadcast by participating RHBs. 

The MDS ITVR was entirely in HD international video (1080/50i) with embedded international 

TV stereo audio. The commentary included broadcast quality English and Arabic commentary. 

The commentary was in Mono un-mixed, as well as down mixed with the International Sound. 

 

 MDS Dispatch  
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The signal was available via several Satellites to ensure global coverage and reception. In the 

next chapter, there is a detailed description of the Distribution Network, but below we have in 

advance, the Satellites involved: 

 

 Distribution of the First European Games 

4.3.1. MDS & Highlights/News Dispatching 

Five dispatching control rooms were operated by experienced switchers/master control or 

continuity operators. The switching stations were 

supported by programme play-out software and 

were connected to Quantel stations for the play-out 

of material. They were also linked to the Audio 

monitoring stations and graphics generators. The 

operators were responsible for all checks, including 

the audio levels from all channels. The continuity 

operators put the different sources on-air. The area 

was self-contained and compact, containing all the 

necessary space for the operators and the 

supervisors, so as to keep the MDS simple and 

efficient.  

There were ten IBC Off-Tube booths constructed, 

according to requirements. The Off-Tube booths 

included video monitors for both CATV and 

programme, CIS and a commentary unit providing 

the necessary functions (such as talkback, cough 

button, on-air indication, coordination, etc.) 

 MDS area layout 
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4.3.2.  Technical Dispatch diagram 

 

 Technical Dispatch diagram 
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5. VIDEO SERVER AND ARCHIVE 

The Video Server systems was the core of ingestion, playout and postproduction of content at 

the IBC. It contained: 

5.1. Central Storage Video Server 
Video Server can be viewed as data server equipped with SDI/HD-SDI interface cards. The 

purpose of video server is to store captured video signal for playback and later post processing. 

As well as the video storage, it offers other facilities such as: 

 Browsing 

 Ingest 

 Playout 

 Transcoding 

 File Import 

 

 Video Server concept 

5.2. Logging 
Video logging is the process through which the ITVR video feeds are documented based on a 

time code (local time of day). ISB uses dedicated logging software that implements keywords 

to improve the standardisation of the logs, facilitates the retrieval of the desired footage and 

enhances the overall quality of the logs. Specific keywords are defined for each sport identifying 

the most relevant terminology to describe the key points of the flow of the sport being logged. 
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5.3. Edit 
The edit suites consisted of five edit rooms configured with Quantel networked with ISB Central 

Storage Video Server through Giga-Ethernet.  This configuration guarantees maximum speed 

transfer. 

5.4. Archive 
The ISB Video Archive System was responsible for recording all live venue feeds, select other 

footage, all output broadcast and other selected media conferences. The library contained 

archives of all live coverage produced during European Games competition. 

The final delivery plan included the following:  

 High-res archive for ISB 

 High-res archive for EOC 

 Low-res archive for BEGOC 

5.5. Technical details 

5.5.1. Media Server layout 

 

 Video Server layout 
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5.5.2. Server ports  

This is the final version of the server schema. 

 

 Video Server ports 

The final system includes the 3x main Quantel sQ Servers with 8 bi-directional ports each, 

recording in ACV-Intra 50 format. This setup allowed for 1,200 hours of recordings (400 hours 

per server). Each one of the 3 main servers was configured with a 6 input/2 output setup. 
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Server 1 (sQ Server 1) 
 

 Server 1 includes 6x inputs (sQ1.0-sQ1.5) and 2 outputs (sQ1.6-sQ1.7) 

 sQ1.0-sQ1.3 - ingest ports for MDS continuity (4 channels) 

 sQ1.4-sQ1.5 - ingest ports for Archive Recording 1-2 (live feeds-total 14x ports) 

 sQ1.6 - playout port for Highlights & News dispatch 

 sQ1.7 - spare playout port 

 

Server 2 (sQ Server 2) 
 

 Server 2 includes 6x inputs (sQ2.0-sQ2.5) and 2 outputs (sQ2.6-sQ2.7) 

 sQ2.0-sQ2.5 - ingest ports for Archive Recording 3-8 (live feeds-total 14x ports) 

 sQ2.6 - playout port for MDS channel 1 dispatch 

 sQ2.7 - playout port for MDS channel 2 dispatch 

 

Server 3 (sQ Server 3) 
 

 Server 3 includes 6x inputs (sQ3.0-sQ3.5) and 2 outputs (sQ3.6-sQ3.7) 

 sQ3.0-sQ3.5 - ingest ports for Archive Recording 9-14 (live feeds-total 14x ports) 

 sQ3.6 - playout port for MDS channel 3 dispatch 

 sQ3.7 - playout port for MDS channel 4 dispatch 

 

Server 4-Spare (sQ Server Extra) 
 

 Server 4 has only 1x Dylan storage installed, so a total of 200 hours capacity 

 In case of emergency or failure in one of the 3 main servers, part/all of the server was 

to restore the problem 

 sQ4.0-sQ4.7 - configured as ingest ports (8x) used by Archives & Logging for redundancy 

 In case of emergency inputs were configured as outputs on the fly 

News & Highlights playout was also ingested for continuity but included in the normal session 

planning of every day (so it's doesn't need to have a dedicated input). 

Spare ports, when available, were used to ingest beauty cameras and may be re-patched without 

notice if something unplanned needed to be recorded or ingested. 
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5.5.3. Storage estimation 

With a capacity of around 1,200 hours, we were not be able to keep all content online on the sQ 

Servers throughout the Games. MDS recordings were kept for approximately five days and then 

removed from the servers and were only available on the NASv. Sport sessions were be kept for 

around eight days. Prioritisation was be made when removing old content. Non-final events 

were kept less than eight days, finals were kept as long as possible while highlights and melt 

reels were kept online throughout the games. 

The estimated based on Production plan 8 / Competition Schedule 9.0: 

 Estimated hours 
Size in AVC-I 
50 (Quantel) 

Size in ProRes 
LT (Ronin) 

Size in h264 lo-

res (Blackmagiv.) 

Sessions 974 h 29 TB 44 TB Not recorded 

MDS recordings 971 h 29TB 44 TB 7 TB 

Melts, 

Highlights, 

Mixed zones 

123 h (estimate) 4 TB Not recorded Not recorded 

ENG and 
extras to 
keep 

75 h (estimate) 3 TB Not recorded Not recorded 

TOTALS: 
2143 h 65 TB (NAS) 

88 TB (130 x 1 TB 

drives) 
1.4 TB (NAS) 

 

5.5.4. Extra everyday requests 

ISB delivered to Sport Presentation (Great Big Events) the Daily highlights every day in a high 

quality format as requested. It was delivered as files on USB drives to be swapped everyday on 

a HDD that ISB provided for the purpose.  

Any random, small transcoding requests were processed though the Quantel SQEdit or Cube 

positions. These stations used local CPU and recourses to complete the transcoding process. 

During our testing, transcoding an AVCi50 file to Mp4 H.264 format on the SQEsit averaged 8fps 

(1/3 real-time). If the same test was run on the Qube, which is the most powerful workstation 

in our system (there is only one), the speed was almost double than the sQEdit (15-16fps) but 

still 2/3 of real time. 

So our system doesn't have any mass transcoding strength and can only handle limited and very 

specific requests. 

For that reason, one extra workstation was added with Transcoding software, that was used for 

transcoding every day requests (Ceremonies, Highlights, random content for review etc) to 

different formats. A suggested software is the Telestream Episode running on a powerful HP Z 

series Station. 

                                                           
v Network Attached Storage 

http://www.telestream.net/episode/overview.htm
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 We explored the possibility of adding a Transcoding Server instead (e.g. the Telestream 

Lightspeed Server) but was rejected due to the cost and the few expected requests. Such an 

option would have given a very high performance transcoding system. 

5.5.5. Venue Backup Recording 

The OB Vans were provided with tapes and/or XDCam disk and performed a safety recording of 

the live feeds. This content was kept for 48 hours and then on the third day, if no problems 

occurred and the content was not needed, the tapes/disks were recycled. 

ISB ordered and provided tape/disk stock directly to the OB vans.  Archive & Logging was not 

be responsible for this. 

5.5.6. ENG Content: Ingesting, logging and archiving 

Most of the ENG content was physically delivered to the IBC on P2 cards. All venues except for 

Mingachevir (Canoe-Kayak Sprint) were close the IBC and in most cases actually brought the 

content and copied it which was faster than playing out down the line and recording on server. 

It was then ingested to the Server from the Edit Rooms using file transfer. As discussed with the 

editors in the MDS seminar in March, we did not archive all ENG content but depending on 

project (e.g. Making of) it was organised separate areas of the archive. 

5.5.7. Baku 2015 Archives Workflow10 

Below is the draft of workflow schema: 

 

http://www.telestream.net/vantage/lightspeed-server.htm
http://www.telestream.net/vantage/lightspeed-server.htm
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 Archives workflow 
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5.5.8. Archives & Logging Stations10 

A typical Logging Station 

 

 Logging Station 

A typical Logging Station included: 

1. Logging Station Computer with MBT logging client installed. HP ProOne 400 G1 series 

with USB3 and GigaEthernet 

2. Mouse & keyboard 

3. Headphone 

4. 1x Atomos Ronin recorder 

5. Small monitor for reference 

6. DVD Recorder tuned by the CATV.  

* Logging Station 13 was used for recording all 4x MDS channels and included: 1x Logging station 

computer, 3x extra computers (to control the extra Blackmagic Recorders), 4x Atomos Ronin 

recorder, 4x small reference monitors and 4x Blackmagic Design H.264 Pro Recorders. 

 

 Logging station 13  
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Supervisor Console 

 
 

 Supervisor console 

The Logging Supervisor console included: 

1. 2x fully equipped Supervisor Stations - HP ProOne 400 G1 series. These stations had 

admin rights and remote access to the three MBT servers 

2. 2x headphones 

3. 1x Quantel sQCut workstation (with Admin rights) 

4. 1x Quantel sQRecord workstation (to be used for checking server capacity) 

5. A general purpose Laptop/computer with USB 3 ports, network and internet access & 

Microsoft Office installed 

6. A routing switch matrix from where all server and Logging room patching was controlled 

and monitored. Also access to 2 multiviewers (one for all contribution lines and one for 

all the server outputs)  

7. An intercom panel 

8. A CIS system 

9. Two CATV 

10. A Telephone 

11. Two (2) extra network cables (with internet & company network access). 

 

 

 Supervisor reference Multiviewer 
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Library Desk 

 

 Library desk 

 

The Library desk included: 

1. 1x fully equipped Supervisor Station - HP ProOne 400 G1 series. This station had admin 

rights and remote access to the three MBT servers 

2. 1x Quantel sQEdit workstation (with Admin rights) 

3. 2x general purpose Laptops/computers with USB 3 ports, network and internet access 

& Microsoft Office installed 

4. Headphone 

5. A GIS system 

6. CATV 

7. A Telephone 

8. Two (2) extra network cables (with internet & company network access). 
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6. BROADCAST DISTRIBUTION NETWORK 

ISB selected Globecast as their satellite provider to distribute the signals for the 2015 Baku 

European Games. 

Globecast is an established service provider specialising in the delivery of major special events, 

including Olympic Games, to broadcasters worldwide and has an excellent working relationship 

with many RHBs around the world. Globecast provided an onsite team based in the IBC and full 

support to all RHBs. This team encoded the signals and uplink them from the IBC Satellite Farm. 

 

 Satellite Farm 

In order to provide better coverage and reliability, ISB is also offered the possibility of using 

Azerspace-1 for the reception of the signals within the European area. For this purpose, ISB 

reached an agreement with Azercosmos who owns Azerspace-1, the first-ever satellite of 

Azerbaijan. Azerspace-1 plays an important role as a gateway that covers more than 50 

countries in Central Asia, Europe, Africa and Middle East and it gave a fully redundant 

distribution of the signals. 
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6.1. Distribution of the MDS 
RHBs were able to receive the 4 MDS Channels from Eutelsat 7B and also from Azerspace-1, if 

they were located within these satellite footprints.   

Globecast also made available all signals at BT Tower in London. 

6.2. Distribution of the Highlights & News Feeds 
Worldwide RHBs were be able to receive the Highlights & News Feeds within different satellite 

footprints. 

Within Europe, the Highlights & News Feeds were uplinked to Eutelsat 7B and with Azerspace-

1 for European broadcasters. 

For those broadcasters outside the European footprint, the Highlights and News Feeds channel 

were uplinked directly to Eutelsat wide beam capacity from the IBC satellite dish farm in Baku. 

This 9MHz channel was downlinked in London, decoded, frame rate converted and re-encoded 

ready for distribution to the Americas. The uplink for distribution to Intelsat-805 to the 

Americas was done from Globecast’s London C-band teleport. The downlinked 50Hz feed was 

also be onpassed to Globecast’s Hong Kong teleport via their redundant fibre backbone 

network, ready for uplink to Asiasat 5 capacity for distribution to Asia.   

Globecast also made the signals available at BT Tower in London. 

6.3. Satellite Capacity  
For each service requirement, ISB carefully analysed the satellite capacity required and matched 

it to the best capacity available. Please see the figure below with the schematic of the satellite 

distribution. 
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Schematic of the satellite distribution11 

 

 Satellite Distribution diagram 

Europe Distribution including parts of North Africa and the Middle East: 

Eutelsat 7B capacity was used for distribution into Europe.   This satellite provides coverage 

across Europe and North Africa. The European signals were also be downlinked at the Globecast 

facilities in London and made available at BT Tower if required.   Azerspace-1 capacity was a 

parallel distribution into Europe and Middle East. Their signals were also be downlinked at the 

facilities in London as a potential redundant signal reception. 

North and South America Distribution:  

Intelsat IS805 capacity was used for distribution to North and South America. IS805 provides C-

band capacity that covers both the Americas and Europe. It was able to receive the signal in the 

Globecast London teleport for helpdesk monitoring and to make 1080i-60 signals available at 

BT Tower, if required.  

Asia, Middle East and Australasia Distribution: 

Asiasat 5 C-band (@100.5°E) capacity was used for distribution into Asia, Middle East and 

Australasia and is the most commonly used satellite platform in this region. 
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6.4. Technical information 

6.4.1. IRD Management 

ISB provided RHBs with guidance on the necessary features and capabilities required on the 

Integrated Receiver Decoder (IRD/s) to receive decode and decrypt the European Games 

programme feeds.  The transmission parameters were based on the known capabilities of IRDs 

at a majority of broadcaster sites around the world, namely Ericsson RX8200 and RX1290 IRD, 

thereby allowing most broadcasters to use their existing IRDs. 

Transmission Parameters11 

Multi-Channel Service (MDS) 

ISB is planning to transmit a Multiple Channels Per 

Carrier (MCPC) platform on European capacity for 

the distribution of the 4 multilateral channels to 

Europe.  

 Highlights& News Feeds 

For the Highlights channel we propose to 

transmit a separate 9MHz SCPC carrier 

using the following transmission 

parameters.  

The platform will be configured as follows:  

Encoding: H264 4.2.0 / 4 channels per platform  

Encryption: BISS 1  

Video standard: HD 1080i/50Hz  

Total data rate: 62 Mbps  

Data rate per channel: 15.5 Mbit/s  

Modulation: DVB-S2 8PSK  

FEC: 3/4  

Pilot: on  

Roll-off factor: 20%  

Symbol rate: 28.5 Ms/s  

Allocated bandwidth: 36 MHz  

 Encoding: H264 4.2.0 / 1 channel  

Encryption: BISS 1  

Video standard: HD 1080i/50Hz  

Data rate per channel: 15.68 Mbit/s  

Modulation: DVB-S2 8PSK 

FEC: 3/4  

Pilot: on  

Roll-off factor: 20%  

Symbol rate: 7.2 Ms/s  

Allocated bandwidth: 9MHz  

The SCPC channel will be used to transmit the 

ad-hoc unilateral feeds as required. 
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6.4.2. Television Receive-Only (TVRO) guidance 

As these are the usual satellites used by the Broadcasters, the antenna size is known for Eutelsat 

7B , Asiasat 5 and IS-805. 

Azerspace-1 as a new satellite, please find below the antenna requirements for the reception. 

EUROPE 

City name Antenna size, m City name Antenna size, m 

London 1.5 Zagreb 1.6 

Vienna 1.5 Prague 1.2 

Brussels 1.5 Copenhagen 1.5 

Paris 1.5 Tallinn 1.8 

Berlin 1.2 Helsinki 2 

Budapest 1.5 Athens 1 

Bucharest 1.2 Riga 1.5 

Bern 1.8 Vilnius 1.5 

Ankara 0.9 Luxembourg 1.5 

Frankfurt 1.5 Amsterdam 1.5 

Rome 2 Oslo 1.5 

Madrid 6.3 Warsaw 1.2 

Lisbon 8 Belgrade 1.5 

Tirana 1.8 Stockholm 1.5 

Minsk 1.5 Moscow 1.8 

Sofia 1   

 

MIDDLE EAST 

City name Antenna size, m 

Beirut 1 

Cairo 1.2 

Baghdad 1.2 

Amman 1 
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IBC configuration  

 
 Distribution Network Equipment 

 

6.4.3. Baseband encoding  

At the IBC we anticipated dual (main and reserve) HD-SDI in 1080i/50 presentations of the 4 

multilateral channel feeds as well as the highlights and unilateral channel feeds.  

The respective baseband feeds were provided to Globecast by ISB in HD-SDI format, with all 

associated audios (including commentary audios) already embedded with the appropriate 

audio channels. The demarcation point for the hand-off of these channels was the Globecast 

Input Router.  

Upon hand-off of each video and audio (“V&A”) Globecast routed each channel to its test 

equipment and monitoring systems in order to perform visual and objective monitoring of the 

integrity of the incoming V&A. Simultaneously, the HD-SDI Video with embedded audio was 

routed to the Globecast supplied redundancy router for onward routing to the MCPC.  

6.4.4. 4 Channel MCPC  

Globecast provided Ericsson CEX-H42 H264 422/420 10 Bit encoders in a 4+1 configuration with 

redundant multiplexers for the MCPC 4 channel multilateral feeds. The MCPC used BISS 1 

encryption.  

The 4 incoming video and audio channel sources were configured as a single multiplex (MCPC), 

comprising of 4 x HD channels. The MCPC were allocated five Ericsson encoders configured for 

4:1 redundancy. The output of the encoders was be routed via redundant Ethernet switches 

which provided simultaneous input to a redundant pair of Ericsson multiplexers.  
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The Ericsson multiplexer outputs were routed to redundant cross site fibres to the IBC satellite 

dish farm. These dark fibres carried main and reserve ASI signals from each multiplexer using 

Evertz 3405 fibre links.  

The output of each Ericsson multiplexer was routed via ASI redundancy switching which 

provided simultaneous input to a redundant pair of Evertz 3405 fibre links. The signals were 

broken out at this point for local monitoring using Evertz 7700 3G/HD/ASI Distribution 

Amplifiers.  

6.4.5. Unilateral / Highlights Channel  

Globecast provided Ericsson CEX-H42 H264 422/420 10 Bit encoders in a 1+1 configuration for 

the SCPC single unilateral/highlights channel. The SCPC used BISS 1 encryption.  

The SCPC was allocated two Ericsson encoders configured for 1:1 redundancy.  

The Ericsson encoder outputs were routed to redundant cross site fibres to the IBC satellite dish 

farm. These dark fibres carried main and reserve ASI signals from each encoder using Evertz 

3405 fibre links.  

The output of each Ericsson encoder was routed via ASI redundancy switching which provided 

simultaneous input to a redundant pair of Evertz 3405 fibre links. The signals were broken out 

at this point for local monitoring using Evertz 7700 3G/HD/ASI Distribution Amplifiers.  

6.4.6. IBC dish farm installation  

The uplink for both the 4 channel MCPC and the single unilateral/highlights SCPC channel took 

place from ISBTV Satellite Farm in Baku, for which Globecast supplied, installed and operated 

all of the required uplink facilities.  

Globecast uplinked a 4 channel MCPC to 1 x 36MHz transponder on Eutelsat 7B @ 7 East (or 

equivalent) using a maximum of 62 Mbit/s per transponder and configured as 8PSK and DVB S-

2 modulation. The satellite uplink was established on a 24/7 permanent basis for a total of 17 

days from 12/06/15 until 28/06/15.  

Additionally Globecast uplinked one single unilateral/highlights SCPC to 1 x 9MHz channel on 

Eutelsat 7B @ 7 East (or equivalent) using a maximum of 16 Mbit/s and configured as 8PSK and 

DVB S-2 modulation. The satellite uplink was established on a 24/7 permanent basis for a total 

of 17 days from 12/06/15 until 28/06/15. 

At the IBC Satellite Farm, the four (4) incoming ASI transport streams were presented to a 2+2 

redundant KU band RF satellite system housed in the IBC Satellite Farm for both uplinks to 

Eutelsat European wide beam capacity.  

All RF equipment was housed in a climate controlled cabin, with the power infrastructure 

backed up by UPS.  
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The RF system in the IBC Satellite Farm was connected to the encoding equipment housed in 

the IBC using dark fibre supplied by ISB. This dark fibre carried main and reserve ASI signals from 

each platform using Evertz 3405 fibre links. The signals were broken out at this point for local 

monitoring using Evertz 7700 3G/HD/ASI Distribution Amplifiers.  

Globecast provided four (4) Newtec AZ110 DVB-S2 modulators, two for the 4 channel MCPC 

transmission and two for the single unilateral/highlights channel transmission. The incoming 

ASI signals were presented to the redundant Newtec AZ110 DVB-S2 modulators which 

produced an output a 70MHz signal. Each pair of modulators presented an automatic IF 

redundancy switch.  

The output of each of the IF redundancy switches will then feed 2x (1+1) upconverters and from 

there each upconverter pair fed into Ku-band combiners inserting the main and reserve signals 

for both ASI streams into their respective Ku-band HPAs. The outputs of the HPAs will fed a Ku-

band redundancy switch connecting to a 3.7m Ku-band antenna for transmission to the 

satellite. To this end, Globecast provided a redundant chain of equipment for both services 

comprising of 4x DVB-S2 modulators, 2x IF Redundancy Switches, 4x upconverters, 2x Ku-band 

Combiners and 2x Ku-band HPAS. 

All the equipment installed in the satellite dish farm was be remotely controlled from the IBC 

MCR.  

6.4.7. IBC Monitoring  

We provided full video and audio monitoring for both systems and deployed Skyline Dataminer 

system for equipment monitoring, fault tracking and identification.  

Monitoring in the Satellite Farm consisted of both basic presence monitoring of the incoming 

ASI signals as well as the Off Air satellite return signal using Ericsson RX8200 IRDs in addition to 

a higher quality routable Engineering Video and Audio monitoring system capable of Dolby E 

decoding. In addition to this, all Off Air satellite return signals were be routed back into the IBC 

area via the fibre infrastructure as ‘confidence returns’.  

6.4.8. Network Distribution  

The 4 channel multilateral MCPC and the highlights channel SCPC were both be uplinked directly 

to Eutelsat wide beam capacity from the IBC satellite dish farm in Baku.  

The 4 channel MCPC was only be distributed to Eutelsat wide beam capacity.  

The SCPC 9MHz channel was downlinked in London, decoded, frame rate converted and re-

encoded ready for distribution to the Americas. The uplink for the Americas distribution was 

done from Globecast’s London C-band teleport (Brookmans Park).  

The downlinked 50Hz feed was also be onpassed to our Hong Kong teleport via Globecast’s 

redundant fibre backbone network ready for uplink to Asiasat 5 capacity for the distribution to 

Asia. From London, Globecast was be able to make all signals available at BT Tower if required.  
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6.4.9. Unilateral/Highlights distribution  

The unilateral/highlights SCPC channel was be distributed to the RHBs in Europe, Asia and the 

Americas. In addition to the European wide beam capacity, Globecast allocated capacity on 

satellites to provide the broadest possible coverage for this channel. Capacity identified for 

coverage of each region is provided as follows:  

 Intelsat 805 @ 55.5 Degrees West, C-band: 1 x 9MHz  

 AsiaSat-5 @ 100.50 Degree East, C-band: 1 x 9MHz  

Supplier confirmed the Space Segment capacity 3 months prior to the commencement of the 

Games and provided the additional technical parameters and specifications, as required, upon 

confirmation. The satellites had a minimum bandwidth expressed in MHz described above 

dedicated for the transport of the MCPC transport stream throughout the duration of the 

project.  

Each of the uplink stations that were used for the uplink of the services described herein were 

adequately equipped and manned to perform the necessary uplink services, in the highest 

professional manner, corresponding to the recognised importance of these overall 

transmissions. In each and all of the involved uplink stations, a fully redundant uplink chain was 

assigned to the required transmission services for the whole period of the availability of the 

services, including but not limited to: redundant ASI routing, redundant modulators, redundant 

HPAs, etc.  

Turnaround sites were monitor their own transmitted signals off-air.  

6.4.10. System Network Monitoring  

Globecast monitored the programme signal path at multiple points in the distribution chain, 

from HD-SDI hand-off through to satellite off-air return signals in all regions where the satellite 

footprint allows.  

Globecast used the Skyline Dataminer network and monitoring system to remotely monitor on 

the operational status of all critical equipment in the signal path from frame-rate convertors 

and encoders to RF up-convertors and HPAs. The Skyline Dataminer system control screen was 

be present on the Evertz monitoring screens.  

GlobeCast supplied the location in the IBC with baseband video and audio monitoring facilities 

and ASI transport stream analysers. 
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6.4.11. RF System11 

 

 RF System 
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Azerspace-1 Europe footprint11 

Polarization –Linear  

Beam peak EIRP : 53.68 dBW  

Beam peak G/T : 8.9 dB/K 

 

 

 Azerspace-1 footprint 
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7. OTHER AREAS 

7.1. IBC Design 
The design of the complete IBC can have a significant impact on your operational result. That´s 

why the complete IBC is specially designed to fulfil all the requirements of each department. The 

IBC design enhance these workflows. 

The main areas are the followings: 

 Power: one of the most important areas due to the direct impact. Important to proper 

balance the loads and establish the critical UPS needs. 

 Containment. The technical areas are specially positioned near the Technical Equipment 

Room in order to minimize risks and optimize the cabling 

 HVAC: technical equipment can work over 60ºC. A proper cooling system on the IBC, but 

most important on the Technical Equipment Room is crucial. 

7.1.1. IBC Power12 

 

 Single Line Diagram 
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7.1.2. IBC Containment13 

 

 IBC Containment Plan I 
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 IBC Containment Plan II 
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7.1.3. IBC HVAC14 

 

 

 HVAC Plan 
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7.2. IT 
ISB provided the IT infrastructure at the IBC. All cabling and hardware was installed before the 

Games in order to create an efficient work environment.  

BEGOC provided: 

 3 IP Public WANs 

 Printers 

 Phones 

The numbers of the network for ISB were: 

 Capacity for 120 LAN computers – entire capacity was used  

 Capacity for 300 Wifi devices – entire capacity was used 

 Two different networks: public with internet connection and private for 

accessing the share folder. 

 Email capacity for 250 accounts – entire capacity was used. 

 A website for downloading the last news of the MDS: baku2015.isbtv.es 

 Isolated network with 2 Firewalls. 

 

 IT network diagram  
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7.3. CATV15 
ISB was responsible to deliver BEGOC a CATV signal with the following channel distribution: 

 

It was two headends: Analogue one for BEGOC (by contract) and a Digital one for ISB internal 

use. Finally ISB delivered DVB-T to BEGOC due to the better picture quality. 
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7.3.1. CATV diagram 

 

 CATV system 
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 CATV system II 
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7.3.2. CATV Drop allocation 

 

 CATV drop allocation  
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8. RESULTS 

The purpose of this chapter is to show how, after over a year of planning, the project was finally 

implemented, for this inaugural Multi-Sport Event, the 2015 Baku European Games.  

It has been arranged in the following order: 

 Contribution Network 

- Fibre Testing Report; done pre-Games (essential and made the difference as it 

helped us rectify some issues we discovered during the testing phase).  

- Last attenuation figures; how it affected planning of the Contribution Network. 

 MCR Operation; providing details of the technical procedures and final steps that were 

made in order to face the operational time.  

 MDS Operation; final set-up as well as the main aspects to follow are reviewed to ensure 

the programme has the quality standard required. Same  

 Video Server and Archive; delivery and storage which is almost as important as the signal 

broadcasted. Final volumes are shown in this chapter. 

 Broadcast Distribution Network; a summary of numbers about the production and final 

broadcasters reached. 

8.1. Contribution Network 
The Fibre Network implementation was a big challenge. This was due to the difficulties we 

encountered during the planning and the issues we had building the network, which delayed the 

release, as well as the lack of final organisation at the last minute, makes this results. 

Even though the report that follows is not the final results, it helped to achieve them and clarifies 

most of the key points. 
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8.1.1. Test Report before the Games16 

Fibre Optic Measurements 

The below summarises the measurements carried out during testing onsite on 27th, 28th and 

29th of April for some of the venues, applicable on the ISB Fibre network. It was the last testing 

before arriving to Baku, the remaining testing was done on site (see below). 

The following table shows the results of the measurements gathered during the fibre network 

tests on the circuits tested: 

Venue 
Location 

A 
Location B Missing sections 

Measured attenuation 
(dB) 

Estimated 
attenuation 

due to 
missing 

sections (dB) 

Total 
expected 

attenuation 
(dB) 

Video 
transmi

ssion 
test 

PATH A PATH B 
PATH 

 A 
PATH 

B 

STA STA-TER IBC-ISB TER TOC extension 5.9 8.6 1.5 7.4 10.1 OK 

NGA NGA-TER IBC-ISB TER TOC extension 7.54 8.55 1.5 9.04 10.05 OK 

AVL AVL-TER IBC-ISB TER TOC extension 8.16 9.64 1.5 9.66 11.14 OK 

HAA 

HAA-TER Repeater room 493 TOC extension  17.74 1.5   19.24 OK 

Repeater 
room 493 IBC-BEGOC TER IBC extension   9.2 1.5   10.7 OK 

HAA-TER IBC-BEGOC TER 
IBC and TOC 
extensions 12   3 15   OK 

SHO 

SHO-TER Repeater room 493 TOC extension   12.1 1.5   13.6 OK 

Repeater 
room 493 IBC-BEGOC TER IBC extension   9.2 1.5   10.7 OK 

SHO-TER IBC-BEGOC TER 
IBC and TOC 
extensions 22   3 25   OK 

BMX 

BMX-TER Repeater room 566 TOC extension  12.77 1.5   14.27 OK 

Repeater 
room 566 IBC-BEGOC TER IBC extension   6.5 1.5   8 OK 

BMX-TER IBC-BEGOC TER 
IBC and TOC 
extensions 18   3 21   OK 

BSH 

BSH-TER Repeater room 566 TOC extension   x     x x 

Repeater 
room 566 IBC-BEGOC TER IBC extension   5.66 1.5   7.16 OK 

BSH-TER IBC-BEGOC TER 
IBC and TOC 
extensions 13   3 16   OK 

 

 

The above table shows that all the attenuations measured where below 25 dB, maximum 

attenuation ISB equipment can handle at 1550 nm. 

Only the PATH A at SHO could be at risk when we consider the attenuation of the missing 

sections. However, in this venue both PATH A and PATH B are going through repeater rooms 

(566 and 493 respectively). Adding a repeater in PATH A would eliminate the risk of higher 

attenuation. 
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During the measurements we discovered many patching problems in the BTRIB’s network. The 

problems were always due to some patches missing or connected to wrong ports along the 

path. As shown in the above table, we could not measure one of the sections in PATH B of the 

BSH venue, because BTRIB was unable to solve the problem in time to do the tests. 

Exchange Rooms 

The Exchange Room 493 and 566 were determined to be the most appropriate place to house 

our repeating equipment. ISB only requested UPS power and internet access in the 

intermediate point rooms is provided, as it is needed in order to be able to have remote 

monitoring of the equipment. 

Network topology considerations 

We discovered during the tests that in all the venues and also in the IBC, one of the optical 

PATHs was always going through BEGOC TER. In the TER this fibre was patched between two 

ODFs using standard fibre jumpers exposed to the operators. The following picture shows this 

configuration: 

 

IBC

BEGOC TER ISB TER

ODF1 ODF2 ODF1 ODF2
FIBRE to Venues

PATH 1
FIBRE to Venues
PATH 2

Fibre jumpers to 
patch MER-ODF1 

to PATH 1

VENUE

BEGOC TER TOC

ODF1 ODF2 ODF1 ODF2
FIBRE to Venues

PATH 1
FIBRE to Venues
PATH 2

Fibre jumpers to 
patch TOC-ODF1 

to PATH 1

Video 
Equipment

Video 
Equipment

 

 Fibre path clarification 

 

This situation was risky, because any operator in the TER could disconnect a fibre jumper by 

mistake, provoking the loss of one PATH. In order to minimise this risk, ISB advised BTRIB to 

label these jumpers with distinctive marks and protect them carefully.  
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Next steps for testing 

After the first round of testing, ISB highly recommended to perform a second round of 

measurements in all the venues. We also recommend defining the requirements for these tests 

and passing them to BTRIB in advance. Please find below part of the report that ISB provided to 

BEGOC with proposed requirements for the second round of testing.17 

A. Intermediate patches:  

All the patches in intermediate locations for all the fibre links from the TOCs in the venues to the 

“IBC Main Equipment Room” must be connected and pre-tested by BEGOC prior to the start of 

the tests (including patches in the TERs and the repeater rooms). This condition also applies to 

the fibre links connecting two venues together (e.g. FSQ connecting the Hilton Hotel). 

B. Labelling:  

For each fibre link, both ports where ISB will connect the video equipment at both ends of the 

fibre link must be labelled with the same code.  

For example, the BMX TOC is connected to the IBC ISB TER through two fibre links (each one 

using a different route). In this case, ISB expects to have two fibre ports in the BMX TOC with the 

following labels: 

 BMX-A-P01 

 BMX-B-P01 

The structure of this label is xxx-y-zzz being: 

 xxx: venue code 

 y:  path used to reach IBC 

 zzz: port number 

At the IBC ISB TER, there must be two ports (one in each ODF) with the same labels: 

 BMX-A-P01 

 BMX-B-P01 

Note that the fibre labels are the same at the Venue TOC and the IBC ISB TER. 

This label coding applies to the fibre links connecting the TOCs of the different venues to the IBC 

main equipment room, but it also applies to the fibre links connecting two venues together (e.g. 

FSQ connecting the Hilton Hotel). 

C. Documentation: 

BEGOC must provide to ISB documentation showing all the intermediate patch connections for 

every fibre link. The documentation must show the port labels in the termination panels and in 

the intermediate locations. In addition, contact information must be provided for all the manned 

intermediate locations, such as the repeater rooms. 
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8.1.2. Final Attenuation Figures 

As a result, the final attenuation figures measurements are shown below: 

Venue 
Venue 
Code 

Sports 
IBC ODF 

Port Left (dB) Path Right (dB) Path 

Stadium STA 
Athletics and 
Ceremonies 

5 5.2 M 7.3 B 

Baku Aquatics Centre BAC 

Synchronised 
Swimming 

12 17 M 11 B Diving 

Swimming U 18 

National Gymnastic 
Arena 

NGA 

Artistic 

6 5.1 M 7.6 B 

Rhythmic 

trampoline 

Acrobatics 

Acrobatics 

Tofiq Bahramov 
Stadium 

TBS Archery 17 8.5 M 13 B 

Baku Shooting Centre SHO Shooting 

14 20.66 M 21.6 B 

Mountain Bike Velopark 
VEL 

Cycling Mountain 
Bike 

Heydar Aliyev Arena HAA 
Wrestling 16 8.5 M 24.2 B 

Judo      

Baku Sports Hall BSH 
Badminton 

9 17.9 M 10.1 B 
Table Tennis 

Mingachevir MIG Canoe Sprint  - -  -  -  -  

Amburan Beach BIL 
Triathlon 

3 11.45 M 13.7 B 
Cycling Time Trial 

Freedom Square FSQ Cycling Road Race 18 9.1 M 9.6 B 

Freedom Square FSQ Cycling Road Race    11.9  RETURN     

BMX Velopark BMX Cycling BMX 13 21.7 M 13.5 B 

Water Polo Arena 

EGP 

Water Polo 
2 14.5 M 12 B 

Basketball Arena Basketball 3x3 

Beach Arena Beach Volley 
4 13.6 M 12.6 B 

Beach Arena Beach Soccer 

Crystal Hall 1 

CHA 

Indoor Volleyball 10 14.5 M 14.9 B 

Crystal Hall 3 

Fencing 

11 17.8 M 14.3 B Taekwondo 

Karate 

Crystal Hall 2 Boxing 1 20.6 M 14.7 B 
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Crystal Hall-Media Hub 
AVL 

Press conference & 
Village 

7  9.6  M  11.1 B  

Victory Plaza Cauldron 

Connection TO STA BAB1 6.9 2nd L STA/2/P-BAB1 

Connection TO STA BAB2 7.2 3rd L STA/3/P-BAB2 

Connection TO STA BAB3 8.5 4th L STA/4/P-BAB3 

Connection TO STA BAB4 6.5 2nd R STA/2/P-BAB4 

Connection TO STA BAB5 7.3 3rd R STA/3/P-BAB5 

Connection TO STA BAB6 8 4th R STA/4/P-BAB6 

Beauty Cam1-A AZTV   19 15.1  M     

Beauty Cam1-B AZTV   20 16.4  M     

MDS to AZTV AZTV MDS to AZTV AZTV5 16.37 
4B/FP Data 

Rack 
AZTV 5 

MDS to AZTV AZTV MDS to AZTV AZTV6 15.3 
5A/FP Data 

Rack 
AZTV 6 

MDS to AZTV AZTV MDS to AZTV AZTV7 19 
3A/FP Data 

Rack 
AZTV 7 

MDS to AZTV AZTV MDS to AZTV AZTV8 19 
3B/FP Data 

Rack 
AZTV 8 

MDS to AZTV AZTV MDS to AZTV AZTV9 19.9 
4A/FP Data 

Rack 
AZTV 9 

AZTV to FSQ AZTV AZTV to FSQ   15.1  M    

AZTV to FSQ AZTV AZTV to FSQ   16.4  M    

Beauty Cam2 Hilton      9.5 M      

Beauty Cam2 Hilton   9.7 M   

Beauty Cam3 
Yacht 
Club 

   11.1   M     

Beauty Cam3 
Yacht 
Club 

   9.5   M     

 

After all of our recommendations and an excellent effort on the part of the Telecom Provider, 

the attenuation figures were under our optical budget in all venues. 
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8.1.1. Network diagrams18 

Venue Connectivity 
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Exchanges Rooms Path 
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Physical Optical Network Paths 
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8.2. MCR Operation 
The MCR was responsible for ensuring all venue host feeds are ready for on-air operations. If 

any issue with a signal arises, MCR operators are responsible for analysing, diagnosing and 

tracking down the problem. The MCR works in close liaison with other areas of ISBTV, in 

particular with MDS. 

The final MCR setup, involving all the other areas is shown in Appendix D.  

In this chapter we focus on the procedures which are the best reference to ensure the maximum 

level of quality at the MCR as well as the overall operation. 

8.2.1. General Procedures19 

Please find below extracts from the ISB Procedures and Guidelines document, which was 

implemented for this operation:  

Communication within all areas of MCR is extremely important. The language used at all times 

is English. When a new procedure is implemented or an issue arises or is resolved, it is the 

responsibility of everyone to make sure that all operators are fully aware of the procedure, issue 

and/or resolution. If this information is not passed along it could, and often does, cause 

confusion and issues in the future. 

When a TOC or an internal client calls on the intercom, it should first be established if the call is 

a new or on-going call. If it is an on-going call, the original operator should respond to the call, 

if possible. If the original operator is not available, another operator should step in to complete 

the call. 

MCR is here to facilitate the broadcast operation. It is the spirit of facilitation that all calls should 

be answered. We are here to be helpful, courteous and above all polite. All phone calls and 

intercom calls are to be answered and followed up on. 

All issues, technical or otherwise should be communicated to the MCR Manager as soon as 

possible. Even items that might seem small should always be reported in a timely manner so 

they can be assessed and included in any reports if necessary.  

A log of technical issues should be kept and copied to the MCR Supervisor. 

Talkback 

Good intercom procedure is vital in ensuring that any issues are dealt with swiftly and without 

confusion. If initiating a call always state who you are and who you are calling. If being called, 

acknowledge that you have heard the caller and be clear and precise in communication. 

Although obvious, remember that English may not be the first language of either or both the 

participants in the conversation. 
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Beyond regular duties 

When there is a technical issue or concern outside of daily or routine events it is necessary to talk 

with the MCR Supervisor before taking action. 

Hardware configuration changes or the rectification of faulty equipment are not the 

responsibility of MCR operators. These items are the responsibility of the support engineer on 

duty from EBU. Clear information about personnel on duty and contact phone will be available. 

Monitoring Events 

Please remember that in the time that we are not lining up, routing, answering calls or resolving 

issues we are still responsible for monitoring each of the events. We are here to monitor the 

quality of the signal, the audio, video, event start finish times, and that the CATV is working 

correctly. Of particular importance is the monitoring of the output of the MDS channels being 

fed to Globecast for satellite distribution. This quality control monitoring is a vital part of the 

MCR (DX) responsibility and must not be overlooked or neglected.  

During event time a loss of signal for even one second is a serious issue. The sooner the issue is 

recognised the sooner it can be resolved. 

8.2.2. Contribution 

Description 

Contribution was responsible for the daily line-up for all incoming Multilateral Feeds with Venue 

TOC´s – using console mounted QC equipment.    

Multi-Lateral feeds incoming from venues:  

 All international Multi-lateral signals will be in High Definition following these standards: 

 The HD Signal is 1485 Mbps 1080i/50 SMPTE-292M with up to two embedded audio 

channels as AES stereo channels in Group 1. 

 75% Colour Bars are used to check levels, basic colourimetry and luminance 

/chrominance amplitude and timing. 

 The colour bars have 1kHz tone embedded at the standard level of -18dBfs 
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Contribution console 

 

The console consists of a Waveform Monitor, Picture and Audio monitors PPM´s, Intercom and 

matrix control panel. Two operators can work at the console simultaneously. 

Responsibilities 

The contribution operator was responsible for: 

  The daily line up Multilateral feeds with the Technical Operation Centres (TOCs). 

  Communication with Distribution Operators and MCR Supervisor. 

  Continuous monitoring of the overall quality of the signal, picture and audio quality of 

Multilaterals, Beauty Cams and auxiliary feeds.  

 
The Venue signal had the following parameters: 

  Video format: HD-SDI 1080i/50Hz 

  Audio format: 24 bit, 48kHz 

  Audio mapping: 

  AES 1: International TV Sound (Stereo) Chs 1 & 2. 
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Please find below extracts from the ISB Procedures and Guidelines document, which was 

implemented for this operation:  

Multilateral Daily Checks and Line-up19 

1. Review the daily transmission schedule and plan your day with your co-worker.   Check all 

monitoring for standard levels including eye height and jitter with MCR bars and tone. 

2. Establish contact with the TOC at 2 hours prior to the scheduled transmission time via the 

intercom. If no answer call TOC on the phone.  If still no answer refer up to MCR Supervisor. 

3. Request TOC to send 75% colour bars test on the Main & protect Multi(s) circuits for the 

event. 

i. Verify that the correct signals are arriving at the multilateral inputs. Leaving 75% 

bars on the main ask TOC to temporarily remove the signal from the main path. 

Check that the 2 x 2 switch operates correctly by switching the reserve to the 

output.   

ii. Ask the TOC to restore the main input and break the protect. Check that main 

signal is maintained. 

iii. Re- establish 75% colour bars to protect. 

iv. Check the mapping of the audio channels and ensure that TVIS is on channels 1 & 

2 and that they are phased correctly. 

v. Check the audio levels and ensure that they are arriving at -18dBFS. 

vi. Ask the TOC to break and remake audio and video to verify connectivity. If it is not 

possible to do this defer this test until OB van is connected. 

vii. Check and record Eye measurements of the video signal. 

a. Measure and record Timing Jitter using 10Hz filter. It should be expected 

to below 0.60 UI (note that this is below the SMPTE 259M standard). 

b. Measure and record Alignment Jitter (100 kHz).  The overall Alignment 

Jitter should not be more than 0.20 UI, but some venues might have a 

higher than normal Alignment Jitter.  If the Alignment Jitter is above 0.3 

UI an engineer must be called to investigate the problem. (SMPTE 292M 

Alignment Jitter <0.2 UI or 134ps) 

c. Check the amplitude of the Eye pattern and ensure that it is 800mv +-10%. 

d. Record all the measurements in the line-up worksheet. 

4. Contact Distribution and inform them that the venue is now ready for Distribution. 

5. Verbally check TOC clock is in sync with MCR timecode. 

6. Once in Distribution venue is available to MDS and should not be removed without prior 

consultation. 

7. The Cx desk will continue to monitor the signal for audio, video and overall signal quality. 

8. DX desk will inform the CX desk when the signal has been released from Distribution. 

9. The Cx desk will notify the TOC that the signal has been released from Distribution. 

10. Lip synch test. Truck should play out a VALID signal that ISB will distribute and will be 

measured in MCR with Valid Reader, maximum  acceptable delay is +- 12mS 

11. If Melt Reels are expected, inform Archive that this venue is out of Distribution and Melt Reels 

will arrive shortly. 
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8.2.3. Distribution 

Description 

Distribution was responsible for receiving the lined up multilateral circuits from Contribution 

and routing them into the Distribution frame synchronisers. Additionally, Distribution was 

responsible for monitoring the MDS output as is passed to Globecast for satellite distribution 

to the worldwide clients. 

Distribution provides up to 12 x multilateral VandA Circuits available to MDS, Logging, Video 

Server and other areas within the IBC 

Distribution console 

The console comprises a Waveform Monitor, Picture and Audio monitors, PPM, Intercom and 

DX matrix control panel. If required, two operators can work at the console simultaneously. 

The Distribution console is very similar to the Contribution console. 

 
 Distribution console 

Responsibilities 

The distribution operator was responsible for: 

 Scheduled distribution of signals to DX channels (done using the Router control panel).  

 Communication and coordination with the other departments including Cx, MDS and 

Globecast 

 If needed, distributing signals directly through the CATV system, bypassing the DX 

channels. 

 Continuous monitoring of the overall quality of the signal, picture and audio quality of 

MDS output (see below), Multilaterals and Beauty Cams. 

 Switching Backup Graphics to Distribution in the event of a failure of graphics at the 

venue.   
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Please find below extracts from the ISB Procedures and Guidelines document, which was 

implemented for this operation:  

Daily Checks and Line-up19 

1. Review the daily transmission schedule and plan your day with your co-worker.   

2. Check all monitoring for standard levels including eye height and jitter with MCR 

bars and tone. 

3. Using a waveform monitor switched to External Sync with station sync as the 

reference, check and record the timing of all DX frame synchronisers. 

4. Confirm that all frame synchronisers have nominal outputs when switched to 

colour bars. 

5. Check that each DX channel has IBC reference timecode inserted into the Vertical 

Interval Ancillary Data. 

6. Establish communication with Backup Graphics and MDS. 

 

Distribution Routing 

1. Check the transmission schedule and plan out the day.  The DX operator will have 

the latest printed copies of the Transmission Schedule.  With the Distribution 

Schedule the operator must also determine the specific multilateral that they will 

need to switch into the DX channel assigned as per the Transmission schedule. 

2. While waiting for Cx to hand over the Multi-lateral signals, monitor the upcoming 

venue feeds. 

3. Call Cx 15 minutes before a signal goes into distribution if the Multi has not been 

handed over to DX. 

4. Once the signal has been handed over by Cx, note that the signal is ready for 

distribution. 

5. Verify the slate and audio before putting it in to distribution. If any changes have 

been made since being handed over by CX, inform CX. 

6. If the signal is not ready for distribution by distribution time inform PQC 

immediately to let them know you are standing by on the signal until it is ready 

for distribution. Reasons for holding the signal could be that the slate is not yet 

ready, or had been removed; or a technical issue has come up since clearing Cx. 

PQC is the executive in distribution matters and has can authorise a signal to be 

put into or removed from distribution. 

7. The signal should go into distribution as close to the distribution time as possible. 

When routing multiple feeds at once it is not always possible to routing every 

signal exactly on time. 

8. Each DX channel has an associated frame synchroniser to ensure that all DX 

channels are time aligned. The inputs to the frame synchronisers are destinations 

on the main router (See Appendix D) and the outputs are sources. In normal 

circumstances route the multilateral contribution CO x Switched to FRSYN- n, then 

at the appropriate time route DX n – FRS to DX n – PRG. Do not route the 
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contribution circuit directly to the DX PRG because this will bypass the frame 

synchroniser.  

9. Once the signal is in distribution contact Cx & MDS and let them know the signal 

is in distribution. 

10. When the opening animation comes up check for audio. 

11. Note when events start, run late and end. 

12. Spot monitor the signal, picture and sound for the duration of the event and 

continually monitor MDS output.  

13. When the closing animation is on spot check for audio and mark down the end 

time. 

14. Mixed Zone flash interviews, highlights and the melt reel may follow in that order. 

These need to remain on DX because they are recorded by the server and 

elsewhere in the IBC. They are not transmitted by the MDS so DX Operator should 

ensure that MDS has switched away from the DX before the start of this section. 

Normally this will start at +5m 10s but if in doubt check with PQC. 

For some events the start time of the next event overlaped the end time of the previous event. 

In that case, the Multi in distribution remained unless otherwise directed by PQC. 

Failure of a Multilateral Contribution 

As described previously, multilateral contribution circuits were fed from the venues to the IBC 

via dual redundant optical fibres. At the point of optical to electrical conversion the signals pass 

through a 2 x 2 switch which could auto-detect a number of possible failure modes. In this 

installation the mode was set so that the switch will change over automatically only if it detects 

loss of signal. It is therefore possible that an automatic changeover would take place if there is 

loss of or disturbance to the vision or any other signal parameter.  Past experience has indicated 

that while a total loss of signal on one path only without the concomitant loss of light is a very 

rare occurrence, other issues may occur from time to time that would necessitate manual 

intervention by the Cx operator.   

The following procedure is the one that was adopted by the Cx operator in the event that there 

was a failure of a contribution circuit during transmission, taken from the ISB Procedures and 

Guidelines.19 

1. If the failure appears to be a total loss of signal on the output of the MDS channel 

immediately check the multiviewer display to see if the main is present at that point.  

2. If it appears to be present, confirm this using the console monitoring. If that verifies that 

the incoming signal is present the fault lies within the IBC technical area. Advise MDS of 

the problem and initiate immediate investigation. Inform the MCR supervisor 

3. If it is clear that the incoming main circuit has failed and there is a good signal on the 

protect circuit, then automatic switching should already have taken place. In the event 

that it has not, a manual attempt to operate the 2 x 2 switch to restore the channel 

output can be made but this requires the use of the configuration software which is not 
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part of the Cx operation. At this point the issue should immediately be escalated to the 

MCR Manager via the Supervisor. 

4. If a lesser defect of the incoming signal is observed, for example intermittent, black line 

flashing, freezing, sparkles, audio glitches etc. in the first instance confirm that the TOC 

is not observing the same defects. Also, at this point refer to the MCR supervisor. 

5. If in the supervisor’s judgement an improvement to the output would be obtained by 

switching to the protect circuit, the supervisor can authorise a manual changeover. 

6. In any event of a changeover to the protect circuit either automatically or by manual 

intervention the TOC must be informed immediately that this circuit is now in use for 

transmission. 

7. It should be born in mind that if the 2 x 2 switch is in the fully automatic mode and a 

defect has caused it to switch away from the main to the protect it will continue to 

monitor the main circuit and upon detecting a signal which it regards as within 

specification it will switch back after a predetermined time. For this reason it may be 

better to run the switches in Semi-Automatic mode. In this way if a switch from main to 

protect occurs even if the main is restored the switch will remain on the protect circuit 

until manually overridden. The disadvantage of this is that the configuration software 

has to be used to switch it back to the main although, after competition is over, a quick 

way to do this would be to momentarily interrupt the backup which would cause an 

automatic switch back to the main provided it is present and valid. 

Procedure to be followed if Back-up Graphics are required19 

In the normal course of events graphics are generated and keyed into the contribution at the 

venue. Occasionally, a problem can develop that prevents the insertion of the graphics and if 

this happens back-up graphic insertion can take place in the IBC. 

A reserve graphics engine and DSK is available and the following procedure should be followed 

if it is required. 

1. PQC will alert the DX operator via the intercom with the request to ‘prepare to switch to 

back-up graphics’ 

2. DX operator should confirm which venue has the problem and make certain the 

particular multilateral contribution circuit is known. Also the DX operator should double 

check on which DX this contribution is currently distributed. 

3. Back-up graphics operator will select the multilateral (not the DX) using their routing 

panel as a source to the BU GFX vision mixer. They will also put the key and fill from the 

BU GFX engine into the mixer DSK. They will also inform DX of which BU GFX line to use 

if there is more than one available. 

4. DX operator should check and satisfy themselves that the BU GFX line offered carries the 

same vision as the DX channel to be replaced i.e. that Graphics have selected the correct 

multilateral. 

5. When ready Graphics operator will inform PQC. 

6. At a suitable point PQC will instruct DX to live switch the BU GFX output into the DX 

channel. 
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7. DX operator should tell PQC and the Graphics operator that the switch has been made 

and that the BU GFX is now live to air. 

8. The procedure to restore the contribution multilateral to the DX channel once the 

problem at the venue has been rectified is the reverse of the above. 

 

8.3. MDS Operation 
Because there was little actual distribution to Rights Holding Broadcasters within the IBC, the 

vast majority of the distribution of the multilateral material to RHBs worldwide was carried out 

by the Multi-channel Distribution System (MDS). 

There were four channels carrying a mixture of material, mostly live, which was fed by satellite 

to those broadcasters throughout the world who have bought the rights to the material. There 

was an additional fifth channel which carried Highlights and News feeds. The live feeds had 

English commentary provided by a commentator in an off-tube both adjacent to the respective 

MDS channel. Additionally, ASBU provided Arabic commentary and which was included in the 

MDS channel feed. The audio mapping was as follows: 

 Ch1  TVIS L      

 Ch2  TVIS R 

 Ch3 English Commentary    

 Ch4 TVIS Mono + English Commentary 

 Ch5 Arabic Commentary    

 Ch6 TVIS Mono + Arabic Commentary 

The MDS operation was carried out using a Ross Carbonite vision switcher, AEQ Capitol audio 

desk and dedicated VizRT graphics. Each of the MDS channels was operated by one operator 

and one producer together with the commentators. 

8.3.1. MDS Technical details 

For further detail on the final setup of the MDS, please refer to Appendix D. 

Shown below you can find the MDS Rack with all the equipment installed in the Technical 

Equipment Room. 
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MDS Suite 

 

 MDS Suite 

The final set up of each Dispatch/channel is shown above. 

The output of each channel was then passed to Globecast for worldwide distribution by satellite 

via the console in MCR. The Ross Carbonite vision switcher was operated using four channel 

inputs.  

These are as follows: 

 Ch1   Source Selected by Main Routing Matrix 

 Ch2 Source Selected by Main Routing Matrix 

 Ch3 Direct connection from Video Server 

 Ch4 Aux input directly connected to output of spare de-embedder 

 

The AEQ Capitol audio mixer inputs matched their respective vision. An additional feature was 

that once an audio mix had been set up, the mix could then be sent to the output via a GPI 

triggered by the corresponding transition on the vision switcher. 

In addition to the sources mentioned above the Carbonite received Graphics Key, Fill and 

Preview from the graphics engine associated with the individual MDS Channel. 
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8.3.2. Off Tube Booth 

 

 MDS Off-Tube Booth 

The off tube booth was normally operated by one commentator but could accommodate a 

second if required. The commentator viewed a screen fed from the Carbonite via the CATV and 

used a standard AEQ Digital Commentary Unit enabling a mix of cue, programme talk back and 

intercom, adjusted to suit the individual needs, to be heard on split ear headphones.  
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Please find below the Line-up Procedure, from ISB Procedures and Guidelines document, 

8.3.3. Line-up Procedure20 

Line up should start 1 hour 30 minutes before the start of competition. 

1. Choose DX Channel that according to Transmission Schedule is first going to be used in 

that specific MDS dispatch and route it into MDS-x line 1. 

2. Contact DX console and ask them to identify that line by injecting black signal into it and 

going back to test bars. 

3. Check that bars are present at the correct input of vision mixer and multiviewer. 

4. Check that tone is present at correct input of audio mixer with proper audio level (-18 

dBFS). Check proper Left and Right audio placement (L 400 Hz R 1 kHz). 

5. Repeat previous steps for MDS-x line 2. 

6. Place input 1 of Carbonite vision mixer into PGM and confirm with DX console that both 

vision and audio signals are arriving to them in good condition and levels.  

7. Check ISB off-tube (Commentary Unit, audio present at input 5 of audio mixer, Talkback, 

PGM signal in video monitor). 

8. Confirm that audio is present in CH3 according to audio mapping. 

9. Provided Access is granted, check ASBU off-tube (Commentary Unit, audio present at 

input 7 of audio mixer, Talkback, PGM signal in video monitor).  

10. Confirm that audio is present in CH5 according to audio mapping. 

11. Playback Test clip from Quantel SQ video server and verify that signal is present at the 

right input of vision mixer (input 3).  

12. Check that tone is present at correct input of audio mixer (input 3) with proper level. 

13. Check that Audio follow video is working properly between Carbonite vision mixer and 

AEQ audio mixer. 

14. Contact Swiss Timing Graphics. Check that Fill-1, Key-1 and Preview-1 signals are in place 

(remove and restore). Confirm they are receiving our PGM video signal. 

15. Contact ISB Graphics. Check that Fill-2, Key-2 and Preview-2 signals are in place (remove 

and restore). Confirm they are receiving our PGM video signal. 

16. Check that Beauty Cam signals are in place and we have control of both head and camera 

parameters (adjustments to be done according to Transmission Schedule). 

8.3.4. Beauty Camera Control 

Two of the three beauty cameras were remotely controlled from the IBC. These are Hilton and 

Yacht Club cameras. The control unit, which affords control of position, colorimetry and 

exposure, is located in the MDS area. 
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8.3.5. Beauty camera Operational Position 

To facilitate adjustment, it is normal practice to 

set aside a specific time each hour when 

broadcasters know that the camera may move. 

However, since the primary user for these 

Games was the MDS, any adjustments will be 

made at suitable times determined by their 

schedule. 

The operator had to ensure that shot was framed 

according to production requirements and that the camera was correctly exposed and colour 

balanced. Particular attention had to be taken during the dusk period where the light changes 

rapidly and the exposure needed to be adjusted more frequently. 
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8.4. Video Server and Archive21 
Total recorded hours - Sports Sessions: 1040h18min  
Total recorded hours - MDS/NW & HL: 982h18min  
Total of Loglines for all competition: 196.580 loglines 

The confirmed delivery plan included the following: 

1. High res archive for ISB  

2. High res archive for EOC 

3. Los res archive for BEGOC 

8.4.1. High-res & Low-res archive for ISB 

The Master Archive delivered to ISB included the following:  

a) Delivered in the ISB NAS Storage System  
 Live Sports Sessions (no commentary):  

- high-res AVC-i50 mxf  

 Opening & Closing Ceremony:  

- high-res AVC-i50 mxf (no commentary)  

- high-res 1080i50 ProRes LT (no commentary)  

- high-res 1080i50 ProRes 422 HQ (no commentary)  

- high-res H.264 1080i50 (15Mb/s bitrate) (no commentary)  

- high-res 1080i50 ProRes 422 HQ (with commentary)  

- high-res H.264 1080i50 (15Mb/s bitrate) (with commentary)  

 Press Conferences (no commentary):  

- high-res AVC-i50 mxf  

 Highlights Programs (with commentary):  

- high-res AVC-i50 mxf  

- high-res 1080i50 ProRes LT  

- high-res H.264 1080i50 (15Mb/s bitrate)  

 News Feeds:  

- high-res AVC-i50 mxf  

- high-res 1080i50 ProRes LT  

- high-res H.264 1080i50 (15Mb/s bitrate)  

 MDS Daily Program, 4x Channels (with commentary):  

- high-res AVC-i50 mxf  

- high-res H.264 1080i50 (15Mb/s bitrate)  

 Melt Reels, Venue Highlights, Mixed Zone Interviews  

- high-res AVC-i50 mxf  

 Selection of Extras (ENG, Edits, Packages, Features, Aerials etc)  

- high-res AVC-i50 mxf  

 Log Sheets in Excel/CSV format  

 Index file of content  

b) Delivered in 1TB 2.5" Hitachi drives  
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 MDS Daily Program, 4x Channels (with commentary):  

- high-res 1080i50 ProRes LT  

 Index file of content  

c) Extra Media  
 Opening & Closing Ceremony:  

- DVDs XP Mode 1h/disk (2 copies) (no commentary)  

- DVDs SP Mode 2h/disk (1 copy) (no commentary)  

- DVD(s) LP mode 4h/disk (1 copy) (no commentary)  

- Blue-Ray disks (1 copy) (no commentary)  

- DVDs XP Mode 1h/disk (2 copies) (with commentary)  

The main Quantel Server archive, was recorded in 1080i AVC-Intra50 Format (mxf files - OP1a 

wrapper). These files were pushed throughout the day to the ISB NAS system. The total NAS 

capacity is approx. 87TB. 

Additionally, Archive & Logging copied to the NAS, the hi-res 1080i50 ProRes LT files, recorded 

on the Atomos Ronin hard drives, for the Ceremonies (OC & CC) and News & Highlights 

programs, as well as a ProRes 422 HQ version of the Ceremonies (OC & CC). The 4x MDS 

Channels' daily programs were delivered on 1TB 2.5" Atomos Ronin hard drives. 

Furthermore, a selected hi-res H.264 1080i50 (15Mb/s bitrate) archive from the BlackMagic 

recorders (Opening & Closing Ceremony / News & Highlights programs/MDS 4x channels) was 

also delivered in the NAS. 

Also, all zMDS clips used for the MDS programs, as well as all ENG clips and all other extras 

(Features, Elements, Drone footage, Aerials, 4K, Making of content, President cuts etc) were also 

indexed and delivered in the ISB NAS along with a full index of all contents. 

Last but not least, the Opening & Closing Ceremony was delivered in DVDs (XP, SP and LP quality) 

and Blue Ray. 

8.4.2. High-res archive for EOC 

The final archive delivered to the EOC included the following:  

 Live Sports Sessions (no commentary)  

 Opening & Closing Ceremony (no commentary)  

 Press Conferences (no commentary)  

 Highlights Programs (with commentary)  

 News Feeds  

 Games Highlights (extra)  

 Log Sheets in Excel/CSV format Index file of content per drive 

The archive was delivered in 1080i50 ProRes LT format on 55 x 1TB 2.5" Hitachi hard drives 

recorded on the Atomos Ronin decks. 
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8.4.3. Low-res archive for BEGOC 

The final archive delivered to BEGOC was on DVDs and included the following:  

 Live Sports Sessions (no commentary)  

 Opening & Closing Ceremony (no commentary)  

 Press Conferences (no commentary)  

 Highlights Programs (with commentary)  

 News Feeds  

 Features (1-10)  

 Games Highlights (extra) Index file of content 

The low-res archive was generated per-station and fed by the CATV network, using the 

Panasonic DMR-BWT745 DVD recorders. Recording quality was XP mode (best quality for DVD), 

1h recording per DVD disk. 

The DVDs were labelled and delivered in slim single black DVD cases, in a total of 13x boxes 

(100x DVDs per box). 
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8.5. Broadcast Distribution Network22 
Around 200 Rights Holders were on site in Baku for the European Games (local and international) 

and approximately 40 ENG crews. 

8.5.1. Production 

For the production, ISB produced: 

 1040 hours of sport recording  

 982 hours of recording for MDS, News, Highlights 

 Total 2022 hours 

 Distributed in 5 channels, worldwide 

8.5.2. Broadcasters 

For broadcasting the Games, the following results were achieved: 

Europe:  

 38 Broadcasters/45 Countries 

 Estimated Household Reach, 231,384,265 – which is 72% of the maximum 

 35 territories are “free to air”  

 28 Olympic rights holders 

 Average daily live coverage - over 5 hours per RHB (Europe) 

 

Rest of the World 

 15 Broadcasters/100 countries 

 Estimated household reach, 593,285,000 – which is 58% of the maximum 

 27 territories are “free to air”  

 46 are Olympic rights holders 

 

Global  

 145 countries 

 Estimated Household Reach 825,269,265  

 60 separate rights agreements signed by BEGOC  

 62 territories are “free to air” 

 77 are “Olympic rights holders” 

 Results indicate that there has been cumulative viewers of 1.7 billion 

 Being only the 1st edition, based upon these figures, the European Games have already 

surpassed Continental and Commonwealth Games.   

 This was achieved in a very short period of time (a  little over 1 year) 
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9. CONCLUSION 

After the event, it was concluded that Engineering successfully completed all of the technical 

requirements needed for the broadcast of the First European Games Baku 2015. 

This was accomplished due to extensive planning and preparations, as well as the professional 

team in all aspects of the operational areas and flexibility to adapt to changes in circumstances. 

All issues raised during the operation have been properly addressed and solved. We therefore 

believe it is essential to share the outcome, knowledge and experiences of those involved in this 

work, in order to try to improve and potentially find more efficient ways of performing in the 

future. 

The first and greatest challenge we faced was the delayed arrival of the technical equipment to 

Baku, which arrived 5 days late. Even with this delay, we managed to make up time and do the 

entire installation a reduced time frame of only 12 days, due to the huge efforts of the entire 

team. 

Please find below a time line that shows the planning and the real installation times:  

 

 2015 Baku Gantt Chart Planner23 
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Below is an overview of the most important aspects of the operational areas at the IBC: 

9.1. Contribution Network 
Contribution network finally was stable and reliable, with better attenuation figures than 

expected. The telecom provider did a late but powerful effort before the Games started to 

establish the fibre network.  

The repeaters solution was not necessary to be implemented, even it was deployed and awaiting 

in case of failure. Due to a good splicing job and a combination of more power on the transmitter 

and better sensibility of the receivers than the specified, the signal on some limit feeds was not 

regenerated. That decision makes more sense because you add in between active devices that 

can fail. 

Suggested improvements: 

The fibre network is key piece on the transportation of the signals and due to its long distances 

and possible issues is recommended to plan to finish in advanced with enough time to be able 

to check and confirm the reliability of the network.  

9.2. MCR 

9.2.1. Equipment and Operation 

In general the design and installation of the MCR was good and fit for purpose. The content 

monitoring provided by the multiviewers was excellent and reliable.  

The CX console was well laid out and had all necessary testing, monitoring and communication 

equipment for the job. Generally, the only comment to be made is that early in the event when 

there were many venues lining up at similar times it would have been useful to have a second 

operator position. However, this caused no serious problems. The only serious inadequacy on 

the CX console was the lack of control of the 2 x 2 switches. A direct control panel on this console 

is something that needs consideration for future events. 

The DX console, similarly, was well equipped although we moved the Dolby version of the audio 

monitor from the CX desk to the DX desk because it enabled two groups of AES audio to 

monitored at the same time. It was not necessary to do this on the CX console but the move 

enabled the Arabic commentary to be monitored as well as the TVIS and English commentary.  

We would have liked the Tektronix waveform monitor to have had the audio option which it 

didn’t. 

Also, we removed the 32 button router panel from this position as it was a direct switch without 

a ‘Take’ function and I considered this too dangerous for switching in and out of distribution. 

The TX console was largely equipped by Globecast so it was assumed that it suited their purpose. 
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We had sufficient laptops and connectivity at the supervisor position to control and configure 

the router, communications matrix and Albala equipment but would have like picture & audio 

monitors and dedicated router destination. We would prefer digital clocks to analogue ones. 

The CATV monitoring in the MCR was again good for the purpose. 

Regarding the Coordination Circuits, were working straight forward without any issue during all 

the operation. The network was well configured and reliable making the coordination circuits 

over IP a flexible and cost-effective solution. 

There were some problems with the Commentary Units at venues. It was impossible to identify 

the fault due to the network complexity. CSC people managed to solve the situation and replace 

the faulty equipment taking care always of the broadcasters, even before to connect with them 

the international circuit as well as assisting them on site on the venues. 

So to summarise the above, for the scale and complexity of the event the equipment in the MCR 

was perfectly good and functioned well. 

Suggested improvements: 

9.2.2. Back-up Graphics  

We had two occasions when graphics failed at the venue. This was not an unforeseen occurrence 

but the solution provided did not work at all. A simple vision switcher with an input routable 

from the matrix and its key & fill source tied to the emergency graphics generator is all that is 

needed to provide a robust solution to this problem. 

9.2.3. Monitoring in TOCs 

During the normal course of investigation of various problems, for example, excessive jitter or 

CRC errors, we were told that the TOCs were not equipped with waveform monitors. In fact, we 

were told that they had to borrow equipment from one of the OB vans when they needed it. 

Clearly there is a cost impact here which is understandable but the TOCs really do need to be 

able to examine the signal coming for the OB vans particularly where a TOC handles more than 

one or the OB van changes during the event. 
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9.3. MDS 
To summarise, after the first two chaotic days, when the workflow started to be better defined 

and the final sound adjustments made, this assisted to improve the proceedures and helped to 

make the MDS channel concept work better. 

Below is an overview of the MDS, highlighting the main issues: 

 Sound. Two particular problems were observed: firstly a big variation in the general 

audio quality and level of commentary and secondly the inability to match the levels 

where two commentators were commentating in the same booth except by an external 

operator with a laptop. Both of these adversely affected the mix with TVIS. Furthermore, 

levels were monitored using simple PPMs with unknown ballistics and there was no 

equipment to measure loudness as per EBU Rec. R128.  

 A clear workflow design and delineation of responsibilities was not provided to MDS 

personnel before arrival or before Games Time. In many cases, the trial and error 

approach was used as personnel worked through the requirements and expectations - 

this did spill into Games days. 

9.3.1. MDS Technical Operations 

Things that worked: 

 Having each channel in their own room 

 Each channel having their own off tube booth 

 Quantel and the ease of publishing with no transfers 

 SQ View and SQ Cut (Browsing stations in Dispatch Rooms) 

 The ongoing collaborative environment that all departments provided; MCR, ISB 

Graphics, ST Graphics, Production Management 

We had very few user errors with the set-up and Quantel. These issues were all of the same type 

which indicates a greater need for training. 

Suggested enhancements for future events: 

Lack of sufficient audio processing and microphones within dispatch suites and edit suites. 

 Inability to accurately measure audio.  

 Inability to accurately effect the quality of the audio 

 In some cases audio transitions were impossible 

 Please see MDS Audio.  

MDS personnel were not aware of their responsibilities ahead of arriving and therefore could 

not appropriately prepare for their positions. With minimal training and practice days this lack 

of preparation became onerous.  
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Producers responsibilities were often times overly task oriented- creating graphics, logging 

music, clipping (editing on Quantel), producing commentators, monitoring audio levels 

(although not possible), building playlists, searching for and renaming clips.  

Working with the equipment provided at times proved difficult.  

MDS schedules and the equipment provider’s schedule were at times in conflict. (Quantel trainer 

was not available for Producers when they arrived, resetting the CATV system while in rehearsal 

with no warning, providing better quality headsets, etc) 

The laptop browsing systems were of little use to Production because they could not set IN and 

OUT points for clips. Also the t/c would change from the browsing stations (live DX records) to 

the clips (Archive clipping). These systems were only helpful when following up on a possible 

technical issue.  

Although easy to use, the Quantel system was unable to create transitions other than straight 

cuts from one item to the next. Within the Quantel system audio transitions were impossible. 

The playout window of Quantel could not be locked. This was a concern when working within 

the search/edit windows.  

Naming conventions, although well designed for the overall system required additional 

delineation and specification for daily MDS use.  

Better media management was required for: 

 re-versioning (deleting old clips),  

 ensuring clips that could be used in a general capacity were saved - compiling video for 

montages, Shots of Games, etc (ingesting was on-demand only to work within server 

capacity) 

 music loop (music loop was one hour with multiple songs and always started at the 

beginning. Having multiple versions with different start times would have reduced the 

time needed for tracking music used, and added variety to the channels) 

Support staff (Quantel, Carbonite, Audio) regularly put in hours in excess of 14 hours per day. 

This continued well into Games Time. 

9.3.2. Graphics 

In the beginning, there were some issues working with Swiss Timing (ST),  for example, using 

volunteers, lack of communication and co-ordination, but the graphics workflow improved a lot 

with time. 

Firstly the volunteer’s solution was challenging and at the first stages difficult. Also remark that 

the ST support was unbalanced in the evening shift and not really proactive anytime. The only 

way to get the things was chasing them or asking to Lars. In future, we would recommend using 

paid personnel, not volunteer staff. 
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Regarding ISB Graphics team was not well integrated at the beginning due to the undefined 

workflow of the overall MDS. After some time, they reorganised and supervised all the graphics 

flow between the producers and ST. 

9.3.3. MDS Audio 

Equipment and Operation 

The design and the installation of the Off-tubes was accomplished but with some difficulties at 

some point at the MDS setup. This matter will be raised at the MDS section. 

One issue for our AEQ vendor crew onsite was that they were not involved on the planning, or 

even fully briefed of anything of the operation prior to Games-time. That caused some 

misconfiguration issues and delays on the implementation. If they had been onsite earlier, or 

more involved in the planning, we may not have encountered the issues we had. 

Regarding the commentary units coming from AEQ, due their long time performing I must say 

that they were not checked before delivering, as well that some adaptors were missing. As a 

result more expected time and effort was done trying to identify and reconfigure all the system. 

This applies directly to CU units and headsets.  

Suggested enhancements for future events: 

 CUs came with wrong pre-settings causing big saturation issues the first days. 

 Headsets were not at optimal conditions causing difficulties with the audio 

commentators. The faulty or less sensitive microphone capsules should be checked and 

replaced.  

 Secondly provide a means of balancing two microphones within the booth.  
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9.4. Video Server and Archive 

9.4.1. General operation & workflows 

Overall things worked above expectations, thanks mostly to the people involved and the fact 

that we did not have to face majorly critical situations, plus the slow pace of the competition 

schedule. 

9.4.2. Tech setup and Recording 

In general, the use of consumer equipment was not successful. It applies both to the DVD 

Recorders and to the Atomos Ronin Recorders, however there was no alternative. 

The main issues were the following: Lack of recovery options in the planning phase (no playouts 

allocated to Archive & Logging and no way to recover failed recordings) Lack of router control 

(opposite to our original planning, when onsite, we discovered that all lines to all 3x Servers and 

Ronins were fixed and not routable) Issues with quality of signal on the DXs (frame sync 

problems, timecode embeded problems, beeping audio channels etc) that took place during the 

first 4 days of the games and multiplied the workflow during the rest of the days (till the very 

end of the games) 

All these issues were overcome by: Archive & Logging taking full control over the Extra sQ Server 

and the fact that there was no need for the extra server to be taken out for spares or other. 

Without that the whole operation would not have been possible. All senior staff doing a lot of 

extra miles and were totally committed to what we promised to deliver. 

9.4.3. Video Server and Logging providers 

Overall the experience has been above expectations. The main issues on the Quantel server side 

were: 

1. Lack of transcoding capability both for incoming and outgoing media 

2. Some limitations in Quantel: user rights, customizability, media management 

3. Missing a technical person from the MDS side in the planning and development phase. 

4. Choice of formats (non full-HD mxf and only 50Mbps on the server) 

On the logging side (MBT) the main issues have been: 

1. Bugs (this is to be expected with a new system) 

2. Scalability: the server setup and performance has been an issue and better server 

architecture/redundancy should be planned in the future 

3. Operator friendliness. Database changes are done on a development level (and not 

on a user level) so these changes were limited to very few people that understood the 

system in depth. 
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9.5. Satellite Distribution 
The transmission part was solid and reliable, without any major issue. Globecast was 

professional and well skilled for this operation, with a good engineering implementation and 

timing.  They were always helpful at short notice as well as attending to the broadcasters. 

The coordination with Azercosmos also worked well, so the combination of Azercosmos and 

Globecast made a really robust international transmission and safety domestic backup network. 

Even though their involvement was last minute, Azercosmos were surprisingly technically 

professional and managed all situations without giving any problem. 

9.6. Other Areas 

9.6.1. IBC Design 

The IBC designed was sufficient for allocate all necessary equipment and people for the 

operation. 

HVAC and Power after some preliminary configuration issues worked properly not disturbing 

the good operational flow. 

Containment was over dimensioned, so cables trays and underneath pipes were always available 

for reach any place cables needed to go to. 

9.6.2. IT 

The office IT network implementation was appropriate for the size of the operation and 

performed properly the time. Wifi coverage, the shared folder and internet connection were 

provided and work 24/7 without any failure. 

9.6.3. CATV 

The CATV implemented was HD quality and with low delay, enough for commentators to be able 

to comment live through it. Once established it worked efficiently. 

9.6.4. People  

All the professional team members were hand-picked, each one for a different reason. They 

have all been extraordinary throughout the Games. People adapted to the new workflow really 

fast, took over specific tasks & responsibilities, showed enthusiasm, excellent team spirit/effort 

and run all the extra miles. My motto for this operation was "It's all about the people" and 

people did respond to that in an extraordinary way. I couldn't have expected anything more 

from them. 
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Appendix A. VENUES2 

About the venues 
There was a total of 18 competition venues, 11 training venues and numerous other non-competition 

venues used for the Baku 2015 European Games, comprising of a combination of pre-existing venues and 

new construction.  

As there was not a central Main Press Centre, each competition venue had its own Media Venue Centre 

comprising of an I-Zone, Media Work Rooms and other facilities. 

Results Technology Services (RTS) were responsible for operating the on-venue Printed Results.  
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Training Venues 

There were 11 independent training venues 

(ITVs) used in the lead up to and during the 

Games. All training sessions were considered 

open to the media, unless a request was 

made in advance to close the session. Either 

the NOC or the European Federation may 

make a request to close a session.  

Village Cluster 

Olympic Stadium (STA)  

Opening Ceremony, Closing Ceremony, 

Athletics 

Capacity: 65,000 

Permanent venue 

Situated close to the Athletes Village, the 

spectacular Olympic Stadium was completed 

in February 2015 and has a capacity of 65,000 

spectators. 

 

National Gymnastics Arena (NGA) 

Gymnastics: Aerobics, Acrobatics, Artistic, 

Rhythmic & Trampoline 

Capacity: 6,800 

Permanent venue 

 

The National Gymnastics Arena hosted the 

three traditional disciplines of Artistic, 

Rhythmic and Trampoline during the 

European Games – as well as two new non-

Olympic disciplines of Aerobics and 

Acrobatics. The arena has a capacity of 

approximately 6,862 spectators and was 

officially opened in April 2014. 

Athletes Village 

The Athletes Village, located in the north-

west part of Baku, is a short walk from the 

National Stadium and National Gymnastics 

Arena. It provided athletes and team officials 

with a residence that was secure, 

comfortable, friendly and stress-free; a 

“home away from home”. 

Flag Square Cluster 

 

Baku Aquatics Centre (BAC): 

Diving, Swimming & Synchronised Swimming 

Capacity: 6,000 

Permanent venue  

The Aquatics Centre, located in the Flag 

Square Cluster, hosted Diving, Swimming and 

Synchronised Swimming at the European 

Games. The venue was completed in January 

2015.  

Basketball Arena (BBA) 

Basketball 3x3 

Capacity: 2000 

Temporary venue  

The temporary Basketball Arena, was located 

in the Flag Square Cluster and had a capacity 

of 2,000 spectators. It is an outdoor. 
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Beach Arena (BEA) 

Beach Soccer & Beach Volleyball 

Capacity:  3500 

Temporary venue  

The Beach Arena allowed spectators to enjoy 

two of the world’s most popular beach sports. 

The construction work at the Beach Arena 

was set to be completed in March 2015. 

Crystal Hall (CHA) 

Volleyball (CH1), Boxing (CH2),  

Fencing, Karate & Taekwondo (CH3) 

Capacity: Volleyball: 6,000; Boxing: 3,400;  

Fencing, Karate & Taekwondo: 2,000 

Permanent 

 

 

The Crystal Hall was the focal point of the Flag 

Square Cluster and was home to five sports 

during the European Games. The multi-

purpose venue was originally built for the 

Eurovision Song Contest in 2012 and received 

an additional upgrade ahead of Baku 2015. 

Water Polo Arena (WAP) 

Water Polo 

Capacity: 2000 

Temporary venue  

The Water Polo Arena was located in the Flag 

Square Cluster and was completed in March 

2015. This temporary outdoor venue allowed 

2,000 spectators to watch the action whilst 

situated on the edge of the Caspian Sea. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

City Cluster 

Baku Sports Hall (BSH) 

Badminton and Table Tennis 

Capacity: 2000 

Permanent  

The Baku Sports Hall is an existing venue that 

received a permanent upgrade for the Baku 

2015 European Games. It is located close to 

Baku Boulevard and hosted 2,000 spectators 

for badminton and table tennis. 

Freedom Square (FSQ) 

Cycling, Road Race  

Capacity: TBC  

Temporary  

 

Freedom Square and parts of the city of Baku 

hosted the Cycling Road Race which provided 

a dramatic backdrop as the competitions 

traverse the city streets.  
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Heydar Aliyev Arena (HAA) 

Judo, Para Judo, Sambo & Wrestling 

Capacity: 7800 

Permanent  

The Heydar Aliyev Arena formed part of the 

City Cluster and was home to Judo and 

Wrestling at Baku 2015. It hosted 7,800 

spectators, and the back-of-house and warm-

up areas of the venue received extensive 

upgrades before the European Games. 

Tofiq Bahramov Stadium (TBS) 

Archery 

Capacity: 3400 

The Tofiq Bahramov Stadium is home to the 

Azerbaijani national football team. The 

stadium was first built in 1951, before being 

extensively renovated and reopened in 2012. 

 

Western Venues 

Baku Shooting Centre (SHO) 

Shooting 

Capacity: 730 

Permanent  

The Baku Shooting Centre was part of the 

Western Venues. It is a permanent venue that 

formed part of the lasting legacy left by Baku 

2015. 

Bilgah (BIL) 

Cycling, Time Trial and Triathlon 

Triathlon and Cycling Time Trial were held 

north of Baku, in Bilgah 

 

BMX Velopark (BMX) 

BMX Cycling 

Capacity: 2000 

Permanent 

 

The BMX Velopark was a 2,000 capacity, 

permanent venue close to Baku city centre. 

Mountain Bike Velopark (VEL) 

Cycling, Mountain Bike 

Capacity: 2000  

Construction status: Temporary venue  

The Mountain Bike Velopark was part of the 

Western Venues and had a maximum capacity of 

2,000 spectators.  

Mingachevir (MIG) 

Canoe Sprint 

Capacity: 1300 

Permanent 

 

 

Mingachevir is approximately 250 kilometres from 

Baku and hosted approximately 1,000 spectators. 

It is a permanent venue that had previously hosted 

rowing and canoeing competitions. It received 

extensive upgrades before the Baku 2015 

European Games. 
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Ceremonies 
The inaugural European Games began in dramatic fashion with the Opening Ceremony on Friday 

12 June, in the newly-built National Stadium, in front of a capacity crowd of 68,000 people and 

a worldwide television audience of millions. 

 

The Baku 2015 Opening Ceremony celebrated Azerbaijani culture and reflected the host city’s 

role in modern Europe, as well as honouring the competing athletes. 

Dimitris Papaioannou was the Artistic Director of the Opening Ceremony and US Production 

Company, FiveCurrents, were contracted to produce the Opening and Closing Ceremonies.  

Mr Papaioannou who is a renowned artist, choreographer, performer and visionary, is highly 

regarded for his spectacular work as artistic director of the Athens 2004 Olympic Games 

ceremonies.  Mr Papaioannou received the Golden Cross of the Order of Honour from the 

President of Greece for outstanding artistic achievement following his work at the Athens 2004 

Olympic Games.  Since then, he has created several ground-breaking shows that have been 

performed all over the world to a combined audience of hundreds of thousands. 

Leading Production Company, FiveCurrents, led by Mr Scott Givens and Mr Mark Poncher, were 

appointed to produce the Opening and Closing Ceremonies of the Baku 2015 European Games.  

FiveCurrents produced the Sochi 2014 Olympic Winter Games Ceremonies and other credits 

include the Rio 2007 and Guadalajara 2011 Pan American Games’ Ceremonies, the 15th 

Anniversary of Cinco de Mayo and the Reveillon Copacabana New Year’s Celebration for Rio de 

Janeiro. 

The Games concluded with a spectacular Closing Ceremony, celebrating the wonderful 

achievements of the athletes and featured an appearance by Lady Gaga.   
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Appendix B. COMPETITION SCHEDULE2 

Competition Schedule Version 8 (below) was developed in conjunction with all European 

Federations and was balanced to ensure maximum impact by considering local Interest and 

broadcast appeal as well as taking into account an already busy sporting calendar. 
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Competition Schedule by Day 
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Competition Schedule by Session 
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Appendix C. BEAUTY CAMERAS2 

ISB beauty cameras provided viewers with unique vistas of main Baku locations in and around 

the city. ISB also provided broadcasters with these spectacular scenic shots from three Baku 

locations. 
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Appendix D. TECHNICAL SCHEMATICS23 

Shown below are the technical diagrams of the main IBC areas: 
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Contribution 
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MCR 
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MDS 

 
 

ROSS CARBONITE FOR BACKUP 

 

 

DE-EMBEDDERS 

 

EMBEDDERS 

 

SWITCH 

 

 

ROSS CARBONITE - DISPATCH 1 

AEQ CAPITOL IP – DISPATCH 1 

 

ROSS CARBONITE - DISPATCH 2 

AEQ CAPITOL IP – DISPATCH 2 

 

ROSS CARBONITE - DISPATCH 3 

AEQ CAPITOL IP – DISPATCH 3 

ROSS CARBONITE - DISPATCH 4 

AEQ CAPITOL IP – DISPATCH 4 

 

ROSS CARBONITE - DISPATCH 5 

AEQ CAPITOL IP – DISPATCH 5 
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